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Abstract

The modelling methods comply with the specific requirements and consist of concepts for specific application domain and functionality to create information value. The method engineering guides the individuals, who endeavour to conceptualize their own modelling methods. Since a modelling method on the one side shall provide concepts for the conceptual representation of reality in the context of a given application domain on the other side shall provide functionality that enables information value creation from conceptual models, development of such a modelling method is a highly complex process.

This master thesis proposes a conceptual framework on the generic level and a matching mechanism on the concrete level, which enable semantic matching between concepts defined in a modelling language and concepts in mechanism & algorithms, and the introduction of appropriate mechanisms & algorithms for the modelling language. The framework and the matching mechanism endeavour to guide method engineers to overcome the challenge caused by (1) complexity of the development process of modelling methods and (2) enrichment of simple model editors in order to develop full-fledged modelling tools, which consist of functionalities in the form of mechanism & algorithms.

Hence, this master thesis is aligned to the following ideas: First, investigate of method engineering approach as it is defined in the “Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework”, realization approach with following ADOxx® Framework, and studies that made within these scope. Second, selection of Petri Nets modelling languages, and mechanism & algorithms. Next specification and formalization of those modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms with using conclusions obtained from the investigation of method engineering, so we can create application scenario which serves to prove concepts of the framework. Third, to analyze state-of-the-art in semantic service discovery that marks contemporary solutions and technologies in semantic description of service, which shall guide this work for developing approach for semantic description of mechanisms & algorithms. Forth, definition of formal description approach for mechanisms & algorithms, identification of matching dimensions in the light of application scenarios, and the formal description approach. Application of the formal description approach to mechanisms & algorithms which are afore selected. Moreover, investigation of a Petri Nets ontology and adaptation of this ontology with ADOxx® specific concepts. This ontology will be utilized for semantic enrichment of description of mechanisms & algorithms. Fifth, based on findings of previous investigations and mechanisms & algorithms description approach, the Matching Mechanism will be conceptually and technically specified. Two different components will be offered to users, which will constitute the matching mechanism, namely; (1) Semantic enriched Mechanism Description (SeMD) Modelling Editor and (2) the Matching Engine. Usage of those components will be introduced. A prototype of the Matching Mechanism with limited functionalities will be made available to the community for test purpose.

Keywords: Method Engineering, Metamodelling, Metamodelling Platforms, ADOxx, Semantic Service Description, Semantic Discovery, Semantic Mechanism and Algorithm Description.
1 Introduction

Since the standard modelling methods are not necessarily complying with the specific requirement of individual, and usually they are short of concepts for specific application domain, growing number of individuals around the world endeavours to conceptualize their own modelling methods, under the guidance of frameworks like the Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework proposed by (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004). The models are not only the conceptual representation of abstracted reality but utilized to create information value, which requires certain functionality that could be applied to modelling language. Therefore a modelling method on the one side should provide required concepts for the conceptual representation of reality in the certain abstraction level on the other side should have functionality enabling information value creation from models. Hence the process of development of such a modelling method is highly complex. Even nowadays different communities provide varying approaches, guidelines and expose best – practices for developing modelling editors, the main challenge and question is how to enrich those model editors in order to developed full-fledged modelling tools that consists of functionalities in form of mechanism & algorithms that creates information value by processing conceptual models.

Modelling method consists - according to (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) - modelling technique that itself consists of modelling language and modelling procedure as well as mechanisms & algorithms. To establish a modelling method a method engineer is responsible for providing a properly and consistent defined modelling method, while language engineer defines modelling language with adequate definition of syntax, semantic and notation.

The realization of modelling methods currently relies heavily on the expertise of the method engineer with less formalized support. Current research like FDMM (Fill, Redmond and Karagiannis 2012) investigates formalized representations for specifying modelling methods. Current specification mainly focus on modelling languages, few publications are currently available also considering specification of modelling procedures and mechanisms & algorithms.

This may be based on the fact that current modelling tools are simple editors that are limited in functionality directly required to manipulate modelling languages and do not consider full fledged functionality of technology supporting modelling methods.

From the viewpoint stated in (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) this fact is surprising, as the added value of model-based approaches is the possibility to apply IT-supported processing. Here mentioned algorithms in case of predictable output – meaning without human user interaction – or mechanisms without predictable output – meaning including human user interaction.

The challenge is, therefore, to introduce functionality in the form of mechanisms and algorithms in such a way that the upgrade of the model editor to a full fledged modelling tool
can be efficiently performed. The better such an upgrade can be performed, the easier it is to provide functionality for information value creation, and hence the applicability of conceptual models is expected to rise.

This master thesis deals with the challenge to simplify the enrichment of model editors with mechanisms and algorithms to upgrade them to full-fledged modelling tools. The conceptual framework is worked out on a generic level and a concrete showcase to proof the concept is provided with Petri Nets as concrete application scenario.

The selected approach is to adapt and apply a semantic matching that is well known from the semantic service discovery in the domain of conceptual modelling mechanisms. Hence the question of this thesis is, how mechanism & can be described, to enable a (semi-) automatic match between the modelling languages and required or available mechanisms.

Typical questions are:

- Can modelling language X use the mechanism Y?
- What semantic primitives are required in modelling language X in order to execute the mechanism Y?
- Which mechanism can be performed by modelling language X?

Although these questions are generic, this master thesis focuses on the concrete implementation of Petri Nets (Petri 1966). Hence available modelling languages of Petri Nets are collected in form of a literature research and three different Petri Nets Modelling Languages from three different level of Petri Nets are selected namely; (1) Elementary Petri Nets from level one with the lowest level of notions, (2) Place/Transition Nets from level two with higher level of notions than level one and (3) Colored-Petri Nets from level three with highest level of notions. Available mechanisms are searched, listed and categorized. During the selection of mechanisms & algorithms, the mechanisms & algorithms which have been already implemented following ADOxx® Framework are taken firstly under consideration.

Both lists – modelling languages for Petri Nets, as well as mechanisms, – use a catalogue framework that enables the semi-automatic matching between these two lists. There are different realization possibilities to implement such catalogue framework. It will be one task of the master thesis to search, analyze and select an appropriate framework.

Independent of its technical realization such catalogue need a detailed description of both the required semantic primitives as well as available processing.

Hence a bottom-up approach will be realized by searching and listing available Petri Net algorithms and analyze their characteristics. Knowledge extraction will be used to identify such characteristics e.g. asking Petri Net experts why certain algorithms can be applied for one modelling language and not for another one. A vector is defined, based on the mentioned criteria considering different dimensions and different elements per dimension.
Such requirement and solution vectors are manually defined for the selected list of modelling languages and algorithms, and a matching is explained using the aforementioned dimensions and criteria.

Realization framework is a technological implementation of such vectors. A range of implementations is available, whereas semantic service discovery mechanisms using query templates and a similarity matching currently seems most appropriate.

Query template is an XML template representing each of the agreed dimensions, whereas the solution vector is again filled in XML template. Semantic comparing of these two XML document results in a similarity degree.

A prototype realizes such a matching that can be used while developing a modelling method in ADOxx®.

This thesis proposed following approach as depicted in Figure 1-1. At the conceptual level, the work defines a framework, which matches mechanisms & algorithms that can be used for a modelling language. The matching concept is implemented on the metamodel level to be inherited to all models. The framework proposes a matching mechanism, by comparing concepts in the description of relevant parts of the modelling language which are retrieved from meta-modelling platform and in the description in the mechanisms & algorithms, which are retrieved from the mechanisms & algorithms repository.
The technology level elaborates the realization of the matching mechanism. The metamodel has to be implemented in the form of a so-called ABL file in ADOxx® version 1.3 UL1, which is exported in XML format using standard functionality of ADOxx®. The mechanisms & algorithms are described by a mechanisms & algorithms description editor, which is implemented as a modelling tool on ADOxx® version 1.3 UL1. This modelling tool for mechanisms and algorithms enables semantic enrichment of the description of mechanisms & algorithms. This description of mechanisms and algorithms is also exported in XML format using standard functionality of the ADOxx platform. The matching engine implemented in java executes the matching via querying the two XML files, one containing the description of the relevant parts of the modelling language and the second containing the description of mechanisms & algorithms including the semantic enrichment.

At the application level, this work proofs the concepts by the so-called “Semantic enriched Mechanism & Algorithm Description Editor” implemented on ADOxx 1.3UL1, which enables semantic description of mechanisms & algorithms.

To evaluate the modelling languages, the Petri Net modelling editors and mechanisms & algorithms, which are already implemented on ADOxx®, have been used. Therefore, besides the implemented Petri Net modelling editor by the community “Open Models Initiative” (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011), additional Petri Net modelling editors have been implemented on top of ADOxx to proof the concept. Following mechanisms & algorithms are described: the “Fast Simulation”, “Step by Step Simulation”, “PNML Transformation”, “Genetic Algorithm” and “ADOxx Path Analysis”. The application layer is hence concerned with the matching of aforementioned PetriNet modellers and any models like the biscuit-teller machine modelled with this tools and the correct matching of aforementioned algorithms and mechanisms.

Considering the challenges and the procedure -introduced above- to get through to solution, we can outline structure of this work and dependencies among the core chapters as depicted in the Figure 1-2.
The chapter 2 investigates the (1) Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework proposed by (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004), which guides the method engineers to conceptualize and to build a modelling method, then the (2) ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform, which enables realization of conceptualized modelling method, hence the chapter also investigate how to specify conceptualized modelling method specific to the ADOxx, at last but not least (3) Formal Description of Metamodels based on ADOxx®, which enables formal description of concepts used in metamodels based on ADOxx. The chapter 2 guides the work in other core chapters and provides fundamental knowledge like for the chapter 3 how to conceptualize and describe formally the Petri Nets Modelling Languages, and how to specify mechanism & algorithms ADOxx specific, for the chapter 4 input to find out the matching dimensions and to describe mechanisms & algorithms formally, for the chapter 5 knowledge to conceptualize and to implement the required modelling editor within the matching mechanism.

The chapter 3 presents the results of the literature search about Petri Nets Modelling Languages and related mechanism & algorithms. Moreover that chapter represents the conceptualization and formal description of selected three Petri Nets Modelling Languages; (1) Elementary Petri Nets from level I Petri Nets Modelling Languages, (2) Place/Transition Nets from level II Petri Nets Modelling Languages and (3) Colored Petri Nets from level III Petri Nets Modelling Languages. Besides that, ADOxx® specific specifications of identified mechanisms & algorithms according to ADOxx® Framework are represented as well in that

---

1 ADOxx® is a Trade Mark of BOC AG and ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform is a Product of BOC AG.
chapter. Those specifications are utilized as inputs in the formal description of identified mechanisms with using the approach proposed in chapter 4.

Since we have not come across any approach or work that studies matching modelling languages and mechanisms algorithms and can provide significant guidance for our work, we investigate in the chapter 4 state-of-the-art in semantic service discovery studies – particularly semantic description of services- and try to detect significant input that guides us to achieve our objective matching modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms and overcome the challenges caused semantic gaps between modelling language descriptions and mechanism descriptions. Besides that, in order to have the big picture, application scenarios are identified. Then matching dimensions between modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms, matching points, which shall be considered on each dimension and then cohesion among them are identified. Moreover with guidance of the outcomes of state-of-the-art analysis and investigation for matching dimension, we identify formal description approach for mechanisms & algorithms. Afterwards, we classify concepts in the notions of Petri Nets and concepts in the notions of ADOxx®, in a taxonomy. Then we investigate a Petri Nets Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) and adapt this ontology with integrating the aforementioned taxonomy in order to have an Petri Net Ontology For that all, the outcomes of that chapter influenced the design and implementation of the SeMD Modelling Editor and the Matching, which compose together the matching mechanism, which are specified and introduced in the chapter 5, as well.

In the chapter 5, we introduce realization of the matching mechanism. First of all we specify and introduce the modelling language “Semantic enriched Mechanism Description Modelling Language”, which offers model-driven mechanism & algorithm description enriched semantically. Based on the modelling language a modelling editor on ADOxx® implemented, called SeMD modelling editor. The chapter also investigate an appropriate approach to calculate the semantic similarity between concepts from modelling languages and from the mechanisms & algorithms.

As a result, the matching engine provides a log exposes matching and not matching concepts and to what extent they are matching, moreover calculated semantic similarity between the concepts. For that all, the chapter introduces the architecture of the Matching Mechanism.

The chapter 6 introduces the prototype implemented for the concern to prove the approach proposed by this work. For that concern, the chapter introduces a procedure for the utilization of the matching engine. Furthermore, the chapter exposes the evaluation result of the prototype of the matching mechanism. For the evaluation of the prototype, Petri Nets modelling languages are implemented on ADOxx® based on the specification exposed in the chapter 3, and the mechanisms are identified in chapter 3 and described in chapter 4. Those modelling languages and mechanisms are used as input and the log produced by the prototype is assessed with the respect to the application scenarios defined in chapter 4.

The chapter 8 produces a summary of this work: of reached results, commitment of the work to the community and gives an overview for the future works.
2 Modelling Methods

Conceptual models are a well-known instrument to externalise knowledge and hence enable a processing of the models with the goal to create information value. Currently the conceptualisation process that is performed when developing a new modelling method is heavily investigated by the OMiLAB community.

The Master Thesis “Knowledge Management for Modelling Method Development” (Toader 2013) points out different ways to develop a modelling method that have been published in the tutorial slides on OMiLAB and ADOxx®.org. There are different ways to complete a modelling method, but the mapping between modelling languages and mechanisms has always to take place.

In the following, some rudimentary concepts are explained as a common taxonomy for the rest of the thesis.

2.1 Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework

The definition of a generic framework for specifying modelling methods has been an active scientific research field of the University of Vienna. Outcome of this research is the Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004). It is a generic framework, based on the analysis of modelling methods to specify modelling methods and is suggested by Open Models Initiative (Open Models Initiative n.d.).

The Figure 2-1 depicts the Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework proposed by (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004) (Karagiannis, Grossmann and Höfferer 2008), according to which a modelling method consist of two main components: (1) modelling technique, which consists of (1a) modelling language and (1b) modelling procedure, and (2) mechanism & algorithm, also known as mechanism. A modelling language includes the elements which are used to describe a model. The modelling language has three main parts by which it is described; syntax, semantics and notation. The modelling procedure describes the steps which have to be followed to create results when using the modelling language. The mechanism & algorithm provide the functionalities that enable using, processing and evaluating the models, which are the instances of a modelling language.
2.1.1 Modelling Languages

As aforementioned, the - conceptual - modelling languages are described by their syntax semantics and in case of graphical modelling languages additionally be its notation. The syntax describes the elements and rules of a modelling language for creating models. The semantics, which consists of a semantic domain and semantic mapping, describes the meaning of a modelling language. The notation describes the visualization of a modelling language (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002).

Syntax means in Ancient Greek “arrangement”. Chomsky defines syntax in terms of linguistic as “the study of the principles and processes by which sentences are constructed in a particular language” (Chomsky 1985). The syntax is defined in terms of logic; “branch of modern logic that studies the various kinds of signs that occur in a system and the possible arrangements of those signs, complete abstraction being made of the meaning of the signs” (Random House 2013). In terms of computer science “the grammatical rules and structural patterns governing the ordered use of appropriate words and symbols for issuing commands, writing code, etc, in a particular software application or programming language” (Random House 2013).

To describe syntax of modelling languages, there are two major approaches graph grammars or metamodels (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002).

Since we follow ADOxx® Framework, we concentrate us in this work on metamodels to describe syntax of a modelling language. A Metamodel is a model of models. A metamodel consists of entities defining the model elements and hence the modelling language, and also a metamodel aims to relate these model elements (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998).

Syntax can be distinguished between two type of syntax;

- **Abstract syntax** specifies concepts of language, their properties and relationships among them, which are typically carried out with using meta-modelling. The basic
notions of the language and relationships among them are defined precisely with using structural constraints, multiplicities and implicit relationships (such as inheritance, refinement) (Kleppe 2007).

- **Concrete syntax** specifies visualization of concepts of language with assigning a visual symbol to the language concepts which are to be represented in diagrams (Baar 2008).

**Semantics** according to (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) are used to describe the meaning of a modelling language. The semantic definition of a modelling language consists of two main parts; (1) semantic domain, which describes the meaning of modelling language constructs by using ontologies, mathematical expression etc., and (2) semantic mapping, which maps the syntactical constructs of a modelling language to their meaning in the semantic domain of the modelling language. There is a range of available approaches to define semantics of a modelling language, like following (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998) (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004)

- **Text Based Semantic Definition:** with the text based semantic, the meaning of a modelling language and its constructs can be defined in form of natural language definition
- **Denotational Semantic Definition:** the denotation semantics is defined by mapping syntactic constructs to mathematical objects from a semantic domain.
- **Operational Semantic Definition:** With operation semantics we understand that semantic is implicitly provided when using a certain operational schema. One can argue that the operational semantic is implicitly pre-defined, like a directed graph in mathematics where semantic of notes and relations are pre-defined in the syntax. The Operational semantic, therefore, comes from abstract execution machine that is executed or interpreted via syntax defining model.
- **Axiomatic Semantic Definition:** the axiomatic semantics based on mathematical logic is described via logical axioms and inference rules.
- **Algebraic Semantic Definition:** algebraic semantics is a form of axiomatic semantics based on algebraic. Algebraic semantics describes modelling language constructs via data types. The data types and their operators are described via algebraic

**Notation** describes the visual representation of concepts of a modelling language considering syntax and semantics of the modelling language (Kühn 2004). Again according to (Kühn 2004) notation can be distinguished between;

- **Static Notations** which provides always same static visual representation of concepts independent with the state of concepts

- **Dynamic Notation**, in contradiction to static notations, provides a visual representation of concepts dependent with the state of the concepts with the help of defined rules.
2.1.2 Modelling Procedures

A modelling procedure is the other main part of a modelling technique (as depicted in Figure 2-1). The modelling procedure defines the required steps to valid models and the corresponding results (Karagiannis, Grossmann and Höfferer 2008). According to (Kühn 2004) a modelling procedure enables the creation of a model while ensuring the completeness of necessary aspects as well as the syntactical correctness.

2.1.3 Mechanisms and Algorithms

“The processing of models is done with the help of mechanism & algorithms that provide functionality to use and evaluate” (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002). The mechanism & algorithms are classified in three type, namely; (1) generic, (2) specific, and (3) hybrid mechanism & algorithms.

Generic mechanism & algorithms: are mechanism & algorithms that can be applied to any modelling technique independent from semantics of modelling technique as long as they fulfill the certain defined syntactical rules, those mechanisms are realized on the meta²model level of a modelling language (Kühn 2004) (Karagiannis, Grossmann and Höfferer 2008) (Kühn 2004). Such examples for this mechanism & algorithm would be; import and export mechanism of ADOxx® and Dijsktra Algorithm, which solves the shortest path between nodes problem. Specific mechanism & algorithms: are mechanism & algorithms, which are dependent to modelling technique (Kühn 2004). In order to process a model of a modelling language correctly mechanism & algorithm needs to understand the semantics of the domain. Such a mechanism would be the workflow engine which follows business rules –defines semantics of the domain- to execute business processes correctly (Karagiannis, Grossmann and Höfferer 2008).

Hybrid mechanism & algorithms: are mechanism & algorithms, which are, in principle, independent from semantics of modelling technique and they are realized on meta²model level of modelling language, but they need to be adapted so the mechanism & algorithm can work also with concepts of modelling language. Such an example would be query mechanism of ADOxx®, which works in the principle with the concept on the meta²model, but in order retrieve certain information from model instance it requires some adaptations, so it can identify the concepts of the modelling language.

---

ii Meta²model describes the concepts for building metamodels (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998)
The Figure 2-1 depicts core functionalities of ADOxx®, varying possibilities of configuration and extension of those functionalities, in the other words mechanism and algorithms. The core functionalities of ADOxx® are; (1) Database functionalities, (2) Visualisation functionalities, (3) querying functionalities, (4) transformation and (5) simulation. The ADOxx.org community describes this figure as onion diagram the each more exterior circle consists of more flexible configuration and extension possibilities, but the less supported possibilities by ADOxx® community (ADOxx.org 2013). Therefore this work aims mostly to support the matching of mechanisms, which are implemented with the possibilities of the two outer circles; (1) External coupling and Add-on implementation, where the user required more support

2.2 The ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform

Development of a modelling method and a full fletched modelling tool based on it requires a development environment, which provides required means and capabilities (Karagiannis, Fill and Zivkovic, et al. 2012).

There are modelling languages accepted such as UML, EPC, BPMN, which are accepted by industry as standard, are based on fixed metamodels. Since the languages are based on fixed metamodels, they are lack possibilities to express explicitly variation of domain specific concepts with pointing to certain modelling constructs in order to full fill the requirements of the domain (Pohjonen and Tolvanen 2005).

ADOxx® – metamodelling platform is a metamodelling-based development and configuration environment to create domain-specific modelling products, developed by BOC group. The ADOxx® metamodelling platform is based on the ADOxx® metamodelling
approach, which has been arisen during the development of the ADONIS®iii business process management toolkit in 1995 (Junginger, et al. 2000) (Fill, Redmond and Karagiannis, FDMM: A Formalism for Describing ADOxx® Meta Models and Models 2012).

The following sections in this chapter, especially sections 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 based on Dissertation of Kühn (Kühn 2004) and ADOxx® tutorials.

2.2.1 Model Hierarchy

Creation of a model is done by using a modelling language that is described by a metamodel. As aforementioned, the metamodel is defined as “model of models” (Object Management Group 2003). The creation of a metamodel also requires using a modelling language, which is called the metamodeling language (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002). The metamodeling language is defined by model so-called meta-metamodel or meta²-model (Strahringer 1996) (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998) (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002).

For the definition of metamodels, a methodology is widely used, which is based on a four-level approach as depicted in Figure 2-3 (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998) (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004). The lowest level is the original SUS (Subject-Under-Study) from which a model is abstracted on the second level, third level metamodel level describes the concepts for building models while fourth level meta²-model level describes the concepts for building metamodels (Geisler, Klar and Pons 1998) (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002).

![Figure 2-3 Model Hierarchy (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002)](image)

2.2.2 Specification of Modelling Languages with ADOxx®

Since we follow the ADOxx® approach in this work to describe the building of a modelling language, we investigate in this section how to specify a modelling language with ADOxx®.

---

iii ADONIS® is a Trade Mark of BOC AG ADONIS® Business Process Management Tool Kit is a Product of BOC AG
In Figure 2-4, the model hierarchy of ADOxx® approach is depicted. The ADOxx® Meta²model is implemented in the C++ programming language. The ADOxx® meta model is instantiated from the ADOxx® Meta²model and provides a set of predefined constructs that are detailed in section 2.2.2.1, and domain specific metamodels created by users are derived from predefined classes of ADOxx® Metamodel, and they are described in ADOxx® Library Language (ALL). The ALL provides the concepts to describe metamodels by using the constructs defined in the ADOxx® Meta²model (Fill and Karagiannis 2013). The models are created as the instances of domain specific metamodels created by users and they can be described in ADOxx® export format ADL.

Figure 2-4 Model Hierarchy of ADOxx® (adapted from (Kühn 2004))

Creation of a metamodel -to describe syntactical constructs of the modelling language- requires a metamodeling language. The Figure 2-5 depicts the metamodel of the metamodeling language, with which metamodel of (domain specific-) modelling languages can be created (as described in section 2.2.1). The metamodel of a metamodeling language is also known as “Meta²-model” of a modelling language. According to (Kühn 2004) a metamodel can consist of one or more metamodel part. A metamodel part composes at least one class and optionally one relation type. The properties of classes and relation types can be described by using attributes. The relation types can bind classes and they have exactly one fromclass which represents source class and exactly one toclass which represents target class. The metamodel parts specialize to modeltype, to views and to design patterns. As aforementioned properties of classes and relation types are described by using attributes which are distinguished between class attribute and instance attribute. While class attributes receive one value for every instance of the class, instance attributes receive one value of each instance or relation. Thus class attributes are context-independent against that instance attributes are context-dependent. Attribute profile is special form of context-dependent attribute. An attribute profile is bundle of one or more instance attributes. Moreover attribute types are differentiated between atomic- and composed-type. While atomic type are data
types like “integer”, “string”, “date” etc., composed types are used to define new data types by using existing atomic data types. Facets are used to describe property of attributes. Special form of facets; regular expressions make possible to define new data type in context free language.

Figure 2-5 Metamodel of the Metamodelling Language (Kühn, Junginger, et al. 1999) p.79

2.2.2.1 ADOxx® Metamodel Classes

ADOxx® offers predefined abstract classes in its metamodel with given semantics and basic syntax in the form of attributes, which can be used to inherit the predefined syntax and attributes for defining abstract classes or classes of metamodel of domain specific modelling language. Hence those pre-defined abstract classes exist in every metamodel based on ADOxx® (ADOxx.org 2013).

ADOxx® provides functionalities which are working dependently to aforementioned predefined abstract classes, thus those provided functionalities can be consumed due to inheritance.

There are two different metamodels with pre-defined abstract classes provided by ADOxx®; (1) the meta model pre-defined ADOxx® classes to customize graph-based modeling languages and (2) and to customize tree-based modeling languages. In this work, we deal with graph-based various petri nets modeling language; therefore, we introduce pre-defined abstract classes for customizing graph-based modeling languages as depicted in Figure 2-6.
Considering that the matching mechanism is going to match modelling languages implemented on ADOxx® with inheriting syntax and semantic from pre-defined metamodel, it is useful to investigate constructs in that metamodel closely. The class definitions are given by (ADOxx.org 2013) as listed in Table 2-1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_Construct</strong></td>
<td>Super class for graph-based pre-defined meta model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_Container</strong></td>
<td>Container class provide the relation “is.inside”, which allows any container object of a container class, inherited from __D_Container to contain every object drawn within coordinates of drawing the area of the container by using “is-inside” relation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_aggregation</strong></td>
<td>This class is derived from __D_Container hence inherits properties of __D_Container that provides “is-inside” relation and additional resizable self-defined drawing area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_swimmlane</strong></td>
<td>This class is derived from __D_Container hence inherits properties of __D_Container provides “is-inside” relation, but it allows either rows or columns as possible resizable drawing area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_Event</strong></td>
<td>This class encapsulates all possible nodes of a graph and distinguishes between “D_variable_assignment_object” and “D_end”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| __D_variable_assignment_objects__    | This class enables the change of the state. Each of following subclasses of this class have the potential to change the status if variable within a graph: __Neutral_element__, __Start__, __Subgraph__, __Activity__.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision</strong></td>
<td><strong>Parallelity</strong>, <strong>Merging</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neutral element</strong></td>
<td>Neutral elements do not participate in executing the graph but only display references or state the status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start</strong></td>
<td>Start is the starting node of the graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subgraph</strong></td>
<td>Due to readability issues of complex graphs sub-graphs are used. Technically the subgraph is a pointer to another graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity</strong></td>
<td>Activity is a node within the graph that represents typical actions the graph is designed for. Activities transform input into output.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decisions</strong></td>
<td>Decisions split the graph into several alternative paths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallellity</strong></td>
<td>Parallellity starts a synchronized paths of a graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merging</strong></td>
<td>Merging ends a synchronized paths of a graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_end</strong></td>
<td>The end concludes the graph and finishes state changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_variable</strong></td>
<td>Objects of this class store a certain status of the graph. Different objects of this class can be defined to describe different aspects of a graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_random_generator</strong></td>
<td>Random generator is thought for simulation, it creates random figures which can be assigned to object of variables class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D_resources</strong></td>
<td>Resources are properties of graph nodes represented in an own class hierarchy. Therefore descriptive properties need not only be defined as attributes of graph nodes but can be described as classes using the class hierarchy from resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 Definitions of pre-defined classes in ADOxx® Metamodel for Customizing Graph-based Modelling Languages

There are class attributes and instance attributes defined in root class of metamodel, in our case the root class is “__D_Construct::”, hence inherited by each class, the most important class attributes and instance attributes are;

- **AttrRep**: a class attribute, which contains notebook-definition of classes.
- **GrapRep**: a class attribute, which contains the graphical representation of classes.
- **Modelpointer**: a class attribute, which contains relations to other models.
- **Class cardinality**: a class attribute, which contains relation constraints.
- **ClassName**: a class attribute, which contains name of the class
- **Name**: instance attribute, which contains name of object of the class
- **ClassAbstract**: a class attribute, which specifies if the class is abstract hence specifies that class is not instanciable.
- **ClassVisible**: a class attribute, which specifies if the class is visible on modelling area, or not.

The another important thing to know is the following attributes are always provided on the model level, which are assigned in persistence layer per definition of application library; **ClassId, ObjectId, ModelId**:

ADOxx® allows defining attributes for class and relation classes with following data types listed in;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTEGER</td>
<td>Integer within -/+1.999.999.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE</td>
<td>Floating number within -/+999,999,999,999,999 without decimals or -/+999,999,999.999999 with at last 6 decimal digits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRING</td>
<td>String with up to 3699 symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGSTRING</td>
<td>String with up to 32000 symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>Date with format YYYY:MM:DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATETIME</td>
<td>Date and time with format YYYY:MM:DD HH:MM:SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENUMERATION</td>
<td>Enumeration for selecting a value from value set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENUMERATIONLIST</td>
<td>Enumeration for selection one or more values from value set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROGRAMMCALL</td>
<td>Enumeration for selection a program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECORD</td>
<td>A table of attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPRESSION</td>
<td>A formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERREF</td>
<td>A reference on a model or an instance on a model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRPROFREFERENCE</td>
<td>A preset set of attribute values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2 Data Types allowed by ADOxx® to define Attributes
2.2.3 Specification of Mechanisms and Algorithms

For the specification of mechanism and algorithms, Kühn proposed known as “Mechanism Definition Language” (Kühn 2004). The Figure 2-7 depicts syntactical constructs of metamodel of the “Mechanism Definition Language”. Based on their relation to the meta²-model, mechanisms are classified as a generic mechanism, a specific mechanism or as a hybrid mechanism. One mechanism can have either null, one or more inputs, but mechanisms produce at least one output. One mechanism can use the other mechanism or mechanisms. The execution of a mechanism is started by a trigger. A trigger can be either synchronous or asynchronous. One mechanism can have one or more precondition and post-condition. A Mechanism can be described via natural language, via UML, via pseudo code and etc. The implementation of a mechanism can be achieved via a scriptural language, so-called “AdoScript”, which has ADOxx® specific dialect, via liked external DLLs or executable programme.

![Figure 2-7 Metamodel of the Mechanism Definition Language](image)

2.3 Formal Description of Meta Models Based on ADOxx®

(Fill, Redmond and Karagiannis 2012) proposed a formalism to describe the core constituents of the ADOxx® meta modelling approach, namely “A Formalism for Describing ADOxx® Meta Models and Models” shortly called “FDMM”.

The FDMM allows us to describe our modelling languages based on their informal or formal description, in such a way that ensures compliance of description of the modelling language with ADOxx® approach (Fill, Redmond and Karagiannis 2012).

Formalism to define ADOxx® metamodels proposed like following in (Fill, Redmond and Karagiannis 2012);
Here $MM$ represents the metamodel from which model instances $mt$ are derived. $MT$ represents the set of model types $MT_i$ which consists of $O^T_i$ representing a set of object types, $D^T_i$ representing a set of data types, $A_i$ representing a set of attributes. Each of the object types, data types and attributes represent a part of their respective total sets:

- $O^T = \bigcup_j O^T_j$, $D^T = \bigcup_j D^T_j$, $A = \bigcup_j A_j$

$\leq$ represents an ordering among the set of objects, with what the inheritance hierarchy of ADOxx® classes can be expressed.

The domain function fulfils restriction of what objects and attributes can map in the model instances:

- $domain: A \rightarrow P(\bigcup_j O^T_j)$

The range function performs the mapping of one attribute to the power set of all pairs of object types and model types, all data types and all model types:

- $range: A \rightarrow P(\bigcup_j (O^T_j \times \{MT_i\}) \cup D^T \cup MT)$

The card function performs the mapping of pair of objects types and attributes to pairs of integers:

- $card: O^T \times A \rightarrow P(\mathbb{N} \times (\mathbb{N} \cup \{\infty\}))$

Here $\mathbb{N}$ represents the set of non-integers. Moreover FDMM defines the correctness criteria for metamodels: The set of object types, data types and attributes have to be pairwise disjointed:

- $O^T \cap D^T = \emptyset$, $O^T \cap A = \emptyset$, $D^T \cap A = \emptyset$

In addition the FDMM defines another equation that ensures that the domain function relates an attribute and an object type, which are the part of the same model type definition

- $a \in A_i \Rightarrow domain(a) \subseteq O^T_i$

This work applies FDMM for description of selected Petri Nets modelling languages in chapter 3 and the description of mechanisms in chapter 4 in order to investigate matching points among them.
3 Petri Nets

Petri Nets have wide application area like design; implementation and control of production systems (Silvam, et al. 1998), of computer supported cooperative work (De Michelis and Clarence A. 1998), design of digital hardware (Yakovlev and Koelmans 1998), design and analysis of intelligent networks (Capellmann, Dibold and herzog 1999), modelling distributed algorithms for networks of agents (Reisig, et al. 1998). For that concern, we have chosen the Petri Net Modelling languages and related mechanism and algorithms as the empirical application of this work.

3.1 Introduction in Petri Nets

The concept of petri nets was introduced by Carl Adam Petri in his dissertation (Petri 1966). According to (Murata 1989) petri nets are defined as follows “Petri Nets are a graphical and mathematical modelling tool applicable to many systems. They can be a useful tool for describing and studying information processing systems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, non – deterministic, and/or stochastic”. Again according to (Murata 1989) petri nets are a type of the directed graphs, which has an initial state called initial marking so-presented “M₀” This particular type of graph has two types of nodes namely place and transition and among them arcs either from place to transition or from transition to place. Due to commonly accepted representation, places are drawn as circles, transitions are drawn as boxes.

Figure 3-1 depicts the classification of Petri Nets based on the proposal made by (Trompedeller 1995) and a survey made (Bernardinello and Cindio 1992). This figure gives an overview of various kinds of Petri Nets that are available in literature. Actually “Petri Nets” is a generic name for various kind of net-based models which consist of a net and the rules of a token game executed on the net, an which can be classified into three main levels; (1)The level I represents the fundamental net-based models which are well suited for a thorough investigation of foundational issues of concurrent systems, (2) the level II represents the intermediate net-based models which represent systems in a more compact way by wrapping repetitive features of fundamental net-based models and (3) the level II represents the high level net-based models that provide compact net representation by using algebraic and logical tools (Rozenberg and Engelfriet 1998).

Existing large number of various kinds of Petri Nets was the one of the reasons to take Petri Nets as the empirical application of this work. But nevertheless to restrain the scope of this work we take two three type of Petri Nets, one from each level, under consideration as a sample and specify their modelling languages in section 3.2 by following ADOxx® Metamodelling Approach as introduced in (OMILAB 2013) and using ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform version 1.3. Those Petri Nets types are (1) Elementary Petri Nets from level I-fundamental, (2) Place/Transtion Petri Nets from level II-intermediate and (3) Coloured Petri Nets from level III.
We list and specify the mechanisms in section 3.3 that we want to investigate if they can match with any of three Petri Nets modelling languages.
Figure 3-1 Classification of Petri Nets based on the proposal made by (Trompedeller 1995)
3.2 List of identified Modelling Languages

3.2.1 Elementary Petri Nets Modelling Language

In this section, we introduce elementary petri nets by giving a formal definition of elementary nets based on (Rozenberg and Engelfriet 1998) (W. Reisig 2010). Afterwards we introduce specified Elementary Petri Nets Modelling Language based on formal definition of elementary nets by presenting its syntax, semantic and notation which are defined according to ADOxx Framework.

One important part of elementary petri nets system is a net. A net has a structure represented as a 3-tuple form; \( N = (P, T, F) \) (Rozenberg and Engelfriet 1998) where:

- \( P \) and \( T \) are finite set with \( P \cap T = \emptyset \)
- \( X = P \cup T \)
- \( x \in X, \ ^*x = \{y \in X \mid (x,y) \in F\} \) is input set, \( x^* = \{y \in X \mid (x,y) \in F\} \) is output set of \( x \)
- \( F \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \),
- for every \( t \in T \) there exist \( p, q \in P \) such that \( (p,t), (t,q) \in F \)
- for every \( t \in T \) and \( p, q \in P \), if \( (p,t), (t,q) \in F \), then \( p \neq q \)

Here \( P \) represents the places, \( T \) represents transition; \( F \) represents flow relation of net \( (N) \) and \( X \) represents elements of net \( (N) \). Passive states (or also known as local states) of the concurrent system that are consisted by a global system are represented by places. Active states (or so-called local transition) are represented by transition.

Besides a net, an elementary net system consists of an initial configuration or also so-called initial marking, which represented by marking corresponding places with tokens.

- \( M_0 : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \), initial marking of a elementary net system
- \( M : P \rightarrow \{0,1\} \), in elementary nets system each place \( p \) can have no or one token.
- Each Place \( p \) have \( M(p) \) marks

Furthermore each arc \( f \) has a weight \( w(p,t) \) which emphasizes how many tokens the underlying arc \( f \) can carry from place \( p \) to transition \( t \) (Murata 1989). In elementary nets system, each arc has weight of “1”. Formal definition of weight function in elementary nets system is as follows:

- \( W : F \rightarrow \{1\} \), each arc has exact weight of “1”

Is the \( M(p) \geq 1 \) for each place \( p \in \ ^*t \), then marking \( M \) enables transition \( t \), basically it means for the occurrence of the transition \( t \), the transition \( t \) has to have one token on its input places. For the step \( M \xrightarrow{t} M' \), defined for each place \( p \) as following (W. Reisig 2010);
Consequently we can define elementary net system (EN) in a 5-tuple form $EN = (P, T, F, W, M_0)$.

Having a formal description of elementary net system according to the literature, it is easy to identify constituents of elementary Petri Nets modelling language and describe it with using FDMM.

We start defining the model types of the modelling language. The elementary Petri Nets modelling language consists of just one model type “Elementary Net” that can be described formally by using FDMM as following:

- $MT_{EN} = \langle O^T_{EN}, D^T_{EN}, A_{EN} \rangle$

Details of set of object types $O^T_{EN}$:

- $O^T_{EN} = \{Place, Transition, Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc\}$

Details of set of object types $D^T_{EN}$:

- $D^T_{EN} = \{String, Integer_{place}, Integer_{weight}, Enumeration_{State}\}$
- $Integer_{place} = \{0,1\}$
- $Integer_{weight} = \{1\}$
- $Enumeration_{State} = \{\text{not enabled}@\text{enabled}\}$

Details of set of attributes $A_{EN}$:

- $A_{EN} = \{Name, Number \text{ of Tokens}, State, Weight, Place2TransitionArc \text{ from, Place2TransitionArc \text{ to, Transition2PlaceArc \text{ from, Transition2PlaceArc \text{ to}}\}}$\}

Details of domain, range and card functions:

- $domain(\text{Name}) = \{Place, Transition\}$
- $range(\text{Name}) = \{\text{String}\}$
- $domain(\text{Number \text{ of Tokens}}) = \{\text{Place}\}$
- $range(\text{Number \text{ of Tokens}}) = \{\text{Integer}_{place}\}$
- $domain(\text{State}) = \{\text{Transition}\}$
- $range(\text{State}) = \{\text{Enumeration}_{State}\}$
- $domain(\text{Weight}) = \{\text{Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc}\}$
- $range(\text{Weight}) = \{\text{Integer}_{weight}\}$
- $domain(\text{Place2TransitionArc \text{ from}}) = \{\text{Place2TransitionArc}\}$
- $range(\text{Place2TransitionArc \text{ from}}) = \{\text{Place}\}$
- $card(\text{Place, Place2TransitionArc \text{ from}}) = \{1,1\}$
- $domain(\text{Place2TransitionArc \text{ to}}) = \{\text{Place2TransitionArc}\}$
The Figure 3-2 depicts the metamodel of the Elementary Petri Nets, which is implemented on ADOxx®. The figure depicts inheritance relation between the metamodel of Elementary Petri Nets and pre-defined metamodel, as well as meta²model of ADOxx®.
Figure 3-2 Metamodel of Elementary Petri Nets in the Model Hierarchy
In the Table 2-1 describes the specification of constructs, which take place in metamodel of Elementary Petri Nets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Place:Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Place Icon]</td>
<td>Class place represents the nodes that represent the passive states of elementary net systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of place objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tokens</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The number of tokens the place object contains in given marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Default value: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Transition : Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Transition Icon]</td>
<td>Class transition the nodes that represent the active states of elementary nets systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of transition objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>State of the transition. Value range; not enabled@enabled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Place2TransitionArc : Relation class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Relation Icon]</td>
<td>Relation class Place2TransitionArc builds connection from a place node to a transition node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The attribute weight has constant value of “1”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relation class Transition2PlaceArc builds connection from a transition node to place node.

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>The attribute weight has constant value of “1”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1 ADOxx® specific Specification of the Constructs of the Metamodel of Elementary Petri Nets

Figure 3-3 Elementary Petri Nets Modelling Editor and a Sample Model “Traffic Lights”

The Figure 3-3 is a screenshot that depicts the a sample Elementary Petri Nets model from (W. Reisig 2010) and modelled with using Elementary Petri Nets Modelling Editor, which is implemented on ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform based on ADOxx® specific specification of the Elementary Petri Nets Modelling Language listed in Table 3-3.

3.2.2 Place/Transition Petri Nets Modelling Language

In this section, we introduce the Place/Transition Nets by giving a formal definition of based on (Desel and Reisig 1998). Afterwards we introduce specified Place/Transition Nets
modelling language based on formal definition of the Place/Transition Nets by presenting its syntax, semantic and notation which are defined according to ADOxx® Framework.

Place/transition nets is a 5-tuple \( PTN = (P, T, F, W, M_0) \) in contradistinction to elementary nets a place can take any number of tokens

- \( M: P \rightarrow \{0,1,2,3 \ldots \} \), in Place/Transition Nets system each place \( p \) can have no or more token

We use the FDMM to describe place/transition constitutes of the Place/Transition Nets modelling language. The Place/Transition Nets modelling language consists of , like Elementary Petri Nets modelling language, just one model type called “Place/Transition Net” that can be described formally by using FDMM as following:

- \( MT_{PTN} = \langle O^{T}_{PTN}, D^{T}_{PTN}, A^{T}_{PTN} \rangle \)

Details of set of object types \( O^{T}_{PTN} \):

- \( O^{T}_{PTN} = \{Place, Transition, Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc\} \)

Details of set of object types \( D^{T}_{PTN} \):

- \( D^{T}_{PTN} = \{String, Integer\_place, Integer\_weight, Enumeration\_State\} \)
- \( Integer\_place = \{0,1,999,999,999\} \)
- \( Integer\_weight = \{1\} \)
- \( Enumeration\_State = \{not enabled@enabled\} \)

Details of set of attributes \( A^{T}_{PTN} \):

- \( A^{T}_{PTN} = \{Name, Number of Tokens, State, Weight, Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow from, Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow to, Transition2PlaceArc \rightarrow from, Transition2PlaceArc \rightarrow to\} \)

Details of domain, range and card functions:

- \( domain(\text{Name}) = \{\text{Place, Transition}\} \)
- \( range(\text{Name}) = \{\text{String}\} \)
- \( domain(\text{Number of Tokens}) = \{\text{Place}\} \)
- \( range(\text{Number of Tokens}) = \{\text{Integer}_{place}\} \)
- \( domain(\text{State}) = \{\text{Transition}\} \)
- \( range(\text{State}) = \{\text{Enumeration}_{State}\} \)
- \( domain(\text{Weight}) = \{\text{Place2TransitionArc}, \text{Transition2PlaceArc}\} \)
- \( range(\text{Weight}) = \{\text{Integer}_{weight}\} \)
- \( domain(\text{Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow from}) = \{\text{Place2TransitionArc}\} \)
- \( range(\text{Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow from}) = \{\text{Place}\} \)
- \( card(\text{Place, Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow from}) = \langle 1,1 \rangle \)
The Figure 3-4 depicts the metamodel of the Place/Transition Nets, which is implemented on ADOxx®. The figure depicts inheritance relation between the metamodel of Place/Transition Nets and pre-defined metamodel, as well as metamodel of ADOxx®.
Figure 3-4 Metamodel of Place/Transition Petri Nets in the Model Hierarchy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Place : Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Place Icon]</td>
<td>Class place represents the nodes that represent the passive states of the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of place objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Number of Tokens | Integer | The number of tokens the place object contains in given marking  
Default value: 0 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Transition : Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Transition Icon]</td>
<td>Class transition the nodes that represent the active states of the system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of transition objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| State | Enumeration | State of the transition.  
Value range; not enabled@enabled |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Place2TransitionArc : Relation class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Relation Icon]</td>
<td>Relation class Place2TransitionArc builds connection from a place node to a transition node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Value range: positive integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Transition2PlaceArc : Relation class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Relation Icon]</td>
<td>Relation class Transition2PlaceArc builds connection from a transition node to place node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>Value range: positive integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2 ADOxx® specific Specification of the Constructs of the Metamodel of Place/Transition Nets

---

Figure 3-5 Place/Transition Nets Modelling Editor and a Sample Model “Automatic Biscuit Seller”

The Figure 3-5 is a screenshot depicts the a sample Place/Transition model based on the sample in (W. Reisig 2010) and modelled on Place/Transition Nets Modelling Editor, which is implemented on ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform based on ADOxx® specific specification of the Place/Transition Net Modelling Language listed in Table 3-2.

#### 3.2.3 Coloured Petri Nets Modelling Language

In this section, we introduce coloured petri nets by giving formal definition of coloured petri nets based on (Jensen 1994) (Jensen 1997). Afterwards we introduce specified the Coloured Petri Nets modelling language based on formal definition of the Coloured Petri Nets by presenting its syntax, semantic and notation which are defined according to ADOxx® Framework.

(Jensen 1994) proposed to define a Coloured Petri Nets by a 9-tuple as following;

\[
CPN = (\Sigma, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I)
\]

where:
According to the simplified theory and narrative of Coloured Petri Nets given in (Jensen 1997) places represent the passive state of the system, transitions represent the actions of the system and arcs describe the relations between place and transitions, the arc expressions describe how the state of the CPN changes when transitions occur. Each place is marked with a set of markers called tokens that contains data value that belongs to a given type. Hence the Coloured Petri Nets have distinguishable tokens; they are in contradiction to low-level petri nets (e.g. elementary petri nets and place/transition nets). A colour set is a type and a token colour is a token value.

For the occurrence of a transition, the transition has to have sufficient tokens on its input places and these tokens have to have token values that match the arc expressions.

We use the FDMM to describe constitutes of the Coloured Petri Nets modelling language. Coloured Petri Nets, has just one model type called “Coloured Petri Net” that can be described formally by using FDMM as following:

\[
MT_{CPN} = \langle O_{CPN}^T, D_{CPN}^T, A_{CPN} \rangle
\]

Details of set of object types \(O_{CPN}^T\):

\[
O_{CPN}^T = \{Place, Transition, Tokens, Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc\}
\]

Details of set of object types \(D_{CPN}^T\):

\[
D_{CPN}^T = \{String, Expression, Enumeration_{State}, Record_{Tokens}\}
\]

\[
Enumeration_{CPN} = \{not enabled@enabled\}
\]

Details of set of attributes \(A_{CPN}\):

\[
A_{CPN} = \{Name, Tokens, State, Guard, Data Value, Data Type, Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow from, Place2TransitionArc \rightarrow to, Transition2PlaceArc \rightarrow from, Transition2PlaceArc \rightarrow to\}
\]

Details of domain, range and card functions:
The Figure 3-4 depicts the metamodel of the Place/Transition Nets, which is implemented on ADOxx®. The figure depicts inheritance relation between the metamodel of Place/Transition Nets and pre-defined metamodel, as well as meta²model of ADOxx®.
### Notation

**Place**: Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of place objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>Record</td>
<td>It consists of complex information about type of data and value of data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation: N/A</td>
<td>Tokens: Complex Type Attribute</td>
<td>Record class of Tokens, which consists complex value consist of Data Type and Value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date Type</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>It defines the type of data, with the notions in <code>Colored Petri Nets</code> it represents the color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Value</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Value of the data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notation

**Transition**: Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of place objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>State of the transition. Value range; not enabled@enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Place2TransitionArc: Relation class</td>
<td>Relation class Place2TransitionArc builds connection from a place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
node to a transition node.

Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>It defines the transition conditions from given place node and to given transition node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notation

Relation class Transition2PlaceArc builds connection from a transition node to a place node.

Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Name of relation object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>It defines the transition conditions from given transition node and to given place node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-3 ADOxx® specific Specification of the Constructs of the Metamodel of the Coloured Petri Nets

Figure 3-7 Colored Petri Nets Modelling Editor and a Sample Model “Simple Transport Protocol for a Unreliable Network”
The Figure 3-7 depicts the a sample Colored Petri Nets model from (Jensen 1997) and modelled on Colored Petri Nets Modelling Editor, which is implemented on ADOxx® MEtamodeling Platform based on ADOxx® specific specification of the Colored Petrin Nets Modelling Language listed in Table 3-3.

3.3 List of identified Mechanisms and Algorithms

We give precedence to the mechanisms that implemented within the ADOxx® Framework and investigate mechanism implemented within the project (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011) realized as a student project within the Open Models Initiative community. Besides that we investigate mechanisms offered by ADOxx® as core platform functionalities. For all that, we investigate prominent algorithms Genetic Algorithm and ADOxx® Path Analysis Algorithm.

In this section mechanisms & algorithms are listed, and they specified ADOxx® specific, in order to provide prior knowledge to develop formal mechanism description approach and then use them as input for the formal description of those mechanisms in section 4.3.1.

3.3.1 Fast Simulation

According to (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011) “Fast Simulation” is a mechanism, which selects the transition to be fired randomly, checks if the transition to be activated. The mechanism considers a transition to be activated if the number of tokens of the place that is connected with an incoming to the transition arc is equal or greater that the weight of the arc. Before mechanism starts with simulation checks cardinalities of the model by using mechanism “Cardinality Check”. According to given execution number by the user, for every execution, the mechanism fires the transition randomly, which are able to activated, be a until either all loops executed or no other transition is activated. For each transition tokens are going to be consumed. Tokens from the place, which is connected with an incoming arc to the activated transition, is consumed according the weight of the incoming arcs. At the same time, tokens are added to the places which are connected with an outgoing to the activated and fired transition according to the weight of the outgoing from the transition arc.

In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism Name: Fast Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Required Inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source Object</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>ClassName</th>
<th>String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>NumOfTokens</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>GameEnabled</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Returned Outputs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>NumOfTokens</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trigger**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Item:FastSimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dependency**

Petri Nets Cardinality Check

| Table 3-4 Specification of Mechanism "Fast Simulation" |

### 3.3.2 Step by Step Simulation

According to (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011) as distinct from Fast Simulation mechanism, by Step by Step Simulation user has to manually select the transition to be fire. Besides cardinality check, mechanism checks whether any element is selected and if it is a transition. The mechanism has similar business logic as the Fast Simulation with difference of that the user needs decide by every execution which transition is to be fired.

In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-5.
### Mechanism Name: Step by Step Simulation

#### Required Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Object</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>ClassName</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>NumOfTokens</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>GameEnabled</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Returned Outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Type</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>NumOfTokens</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI Object INFOBOX</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Trigger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Item:StepByStepSimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Dependent with Mechanism

Petri Nets Cardinality Check

Table 3-5 Specification of Mechanism "StepByStep Simulation"

### 3.3.3 Net Statistics

According to (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011) this mechanism queries number of places, transitions and arcs in a Petri Net in order to provide statistical overview about the net.
In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism Name: Net Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Returned Outputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI Object INFOBOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trigger</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent with Mechanism</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-6 Specification of Mechanism "Net Statistics"

3.3.4 PNML Transformation

In the project (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011) implemented The PNML Transformation mechanism has been implemented as an Add-on, which makes it more interesting for this work, since it offers a chance to prove matching mechanism for the outer level of mechanism according to ADOxx® Framework. The PNML Transformation mechanism transforms Petri Nets Models (instances of Petri Nets Modelling Language implemented within the project) which are exported with using ADOxx® Model XML Export Mechanism complying ADOxx® Model XML schema into the Petri Nets Models complying with PNML schema and vice versa.

In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-7.
**Mechanism Name:** PNML Transformation

### Required Inputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Object</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Model Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Number of Tokens</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2TRelation</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2PRelation</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Returned Outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Object</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>File Path</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Trigger

**Procedure** | **Event**
---|---
Import/Export | Item: PNML Export  
 | Item: PNML Import

**Dependent with Mechanism**

ADOxx® Model XML export
3.3.5 Genetic Algorithm

The genetic Algorithm is a type of heuristic search algorithm invented by John Holland used in computer science, which has elements in common: (1) population of chromosomes, (2) selection according to fitness, (3) crossover to produce new off springs and (4) random mutation of new offspring (M. Mitchell 1999).

When the Genetic Algorithm is applied on Petri Nets notion of chromosomes would be equivalent to notion initial marking for the Petri Nets.

In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Name: Genetic Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source Object</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Returned Outputs</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source Object</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Trigger</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dependent with Mechanism</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-8 Specification of "Genetic Algorithm for Petri Nets"

3.3.6 ADOxx® Path Analysis Algorithm
According to (ADOxx.org 2013) is an simulation algorithm, which enables the user to evaluate the models which cover the required concepts by the algorithm. It returns path-related results for selected model. Path related results are calculated due to their occurrence or any other criteria defined by the method engineer.

In accordance with the description above we can outline required inputs from modelling language, returned outputs by the mechanism, trigger and dependencies of the mechanism like in the Table 3-9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism Name: ADOxx® Path Analysis Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Required Inputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source Object</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Returned Outputs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source Object</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trigger</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this chapter Petri Nets is investigated selected Petri Nets Modelling languages are introduced, conceptualized and specified, their ADOxx-specific metamodels are designed and in order to have more exact definition of the modelling languages, they are formalized by FDMM. Moreover, specification of the mechanisms, which are selected for empirical application are introduced. We identify conceptual differences between modelling language, got the idea about application domain of each modelling languages and possible required functionalities.
4 Description of Mechanisms & Algorithms for Matching with Modelling Languages

We investigate in this chapter state-of-the-art in semantic service discovery studies and try to detect significant input that guides us to achieve our objective matching modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms and overcome the challenges caused semantic gaps between modelling language descriptions and mechanism descriptions. For that concern we investigate the most prominent standards in the context of semantic service discovery; OWL-S, WSMO and SAWSDL, WSDL OWL. Additionally application scenarios are identified in order to have the big picture, as well as matching dimensions between modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms, matching points which shall be considered on each dimension and the cohesion among them are identified. Moreover with guidance of the outcomes of state-of-the-art analysis and investigation for matching dimension, we identify formal description approach for mechanisms & algorithms, classify concepts in the notions of Petri Nets and concepts in the notions of ADOxx®, in a taxonomy. Then we investigate a Petri Nets Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) and adapt this ontology with integrating the aforementioned taxonomy in order to have an Petri Net Ontology, that consists also notions of ADOxx®, which ease the utilization of the ontology during the closing semantic gap between modelling languages implemented for a certain domain and mechanisms & algorithm not necessarily implemented for a certain domain, but both implemented on ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform. Furthermore outcomes of that chapter are used for the specification of the modelling language that provides model-driven support for semantic enriched description of mechanisms & algorithms, which is introduced in chapter 5. For that all, the outcomes of that chapter influenced the design and implementation of the SeMD Modelling Editor and the Matching, which compose together

For the integration of mechanism and algorithm into modelling method three questions proposed by (Kühn 2004) that must be answered

1. In which method or in which method fragment can mechanism be used?
2. With which mechanisms has the mechanism dependency?
3. Which Integration-Patterns can be used on the mechanism?

This work aims to answers the question “how to match modelling languages and mechanism with each other”, but not at the endpoint to integrate a mechanism into a method or method fragment. Therefore, the work aims to answer first questions proposed by (Kühn 2004), by the help of approaches developed in domain semantic service discovery.

Mostly in service discovery there three components are taking place; (1) Service agent that register its description into with a directory agent , (2) client agent that requests a service by submitting a query to the directory agent and (3) directory agent that matches the query with description of service (Yang 2001).

First of all to enable semantic service discovery service agent and client agent shall be agreed on the meaning of service description, which means they have to share the same ontology.
Then directory agent shall understand how much match two values - given any data type- which are included by service description and query (Yang 2001).

Again according to (Yang 2001) the shared ontology is reflection of the shared conceptual model of service, which describes, (1) what the service is capable of doing, (2) the terms in which the service is described and (3) the meanings of the terms.

From another point of view to match user goals and services two requirements are rising two different challenges; (1) user specific requirements and expectations have to be translated in more generic goal description - concrete user input has to be generalized to more abstract goals description- (2) semantic annotation of services has to be provided (Keller, et al. 2004).

According to (Paolucci, et al. 2002) in order to fulfil the requirements described above we need a language which expresses the capabilities of services and a matching algorithm which recognizes when a service request matches a service advertisement. We investigate state-of-the-art in semantic service description languages in 4.2 in order to understand which concepts are used in those languages and to understand which of them can be adapted to our approach for mechanism & algorithm description.

Above all, we need to understand on which dimensions matching between modelling languages and mechanisms can be occur and what the match points are. In section 4.1, we investigate matching dimensions than after investigation of state-of-the-art in semantic description in the section 4.3 we proposed possible matching points. We introduce the match points with the help of FDMM, and then we use the findings in section 5.1 in order to specify a description language for mechanisms.

### 4.1 Matching Dimensions for Mechanisms and Algorithms

According to findings in chapter 2 that matching dimension of a modelling language and a mechanism and algorithm differs depending on which modelling procedure modelling is being consist of by modelling technique, and which type of mechanism and algorithms, the mechanism and algorithm in question belongs to.

It was mentioned that a modelling procedure should ensure the completeness of the necessary aspects as well as syntactical correctness during the creation of models. The completeness of necessary aspects and the syntactical correction are influenced by modelling objectives (Karagiannis, Grossmann and Höfferer 2008). Hence due to modelling objectives amount of necessary aspects (e.g. required attributes to be specified), syntactical rules and steps can vary.

(Fill and Karagiannis 2013) proposes four function groups to classify the functionalities applied on the models as outlined in the Figure 4-1; (1) visualization, (2) transformation, (3) simulation, (4) querying”.

This result leads us to classify the mechanism and algorithms, which enables processing of models indeed, by annotating with the appropriate function group.
As already mentioned, there are three types of mechanism and algorithms (as depicted in Figure 4-2), which have dependencies on the different level of model hierarchy (depicted in Figure 4-3).

To sum up (1) generic mechanism and algorithms which can work on modelling language independent of semantics of the modelling language, but its meta²-model, (2) specific mechanism and algorithms which are dependent of the semantics of the modelling language i.e metamodel of the modelling language and (3) hybrid mechanism and algorithms that independent of semantics of modelling language, but required some adaptation according to semantics of modelling language and they are dependent meta²-model of the language.
Those previously mentioned points reveal the requirement of matching modelling language and mechanism & algorithm in three different dimensions as depicted in Figure 4-4; (1) Model hierarchy, (2) function group, (3) mechanism & algorithm type.

![Figure 4-4 Cohesion between Matching Dimensions](image)

As several times mentioned this work aims to expose a matching mechanism, which can support the method engineers to find and to match appropriate mechanism & algorithms to her/his modelling languages. We prefer to discuss following three application scenarios in order to convey, what is the cohesion between dimensions, what should be considered on each dimensions and considering these how the Matching Mechanism should work within those three dimensions and the functionalities that should be provided by the Matching Mechanism;

1. The method engineer does request to match certain modelling language with appropriate mechanism & algorithm from certain function group, the process sequence of matching engine is the following one:
   a. Since all mechanism & algorithms are annotated with their function group, the matching engine selects each mechanism & algorithm which has the matching annotation with the requested one
   b. Since the model level, where required concepts shall be searched, differs according to type of mechanism & algorithm, as candidate mechanisms are
selected according to their function group annotation, the matching engine groups the mechanism & algorithms according to their types.

c. After candidate mechanisms are grouped by their type, the matching engine will search required concepts at meta²model of the given modelling language for generic, at meta²model and metamodel of given modelling language for hybrid and at the metamodel of given modelling language for specific mechanism & algorithms.

d. The matching engine suggests appropriate mechanism & algorithms matching with given modelling language according to the method engineers request and also it presents matching and not matching concepts in modelling language required by candidate mechanism & algorithms. Thus user has the chance to configure modelling language or the mechanism & algorithms that are desired by the method engineer, due to results delivered by the matching engine.

2. The method engineer does request to match a certain modelling language with appropriate mechanism & algorithms from certain mechanism & algorithm type, the process sequence of the matching engine is the following one:

a. Since all mechanism & algorithms are annotated according to their type, the matching engine selects each mechanism & algorithm which has the matching type annotation with the requested one.

b. Then the matching engine groups candidate mechanism & algorithms by their function group annotation.

c. After candidate mechanisms are grouped by their function group, the matching engine will search concepts required by mechanism & algorithms, at meta²model of the given modelling language, if requested type is generic, at meta²model and metamodel of given modelling language, if the requested type is hybrid and at metamodel of given modelling language, if requested type is specific mechanism & algorithm type.

d. The matching engine suggests appropriate mechanism & algorithms matching with given modelling language according to method engineers request and also it presents matching and not matching concepts in modelling language required by candidate mechanism & algorithms. Thus method engineer has chance to configure modelling language or the mechanism & algorithms that he also wants to have, due to results delivered by the matching engine.

3. The method engineer does request to match a certain modelling language with appropriate mechanism & algorithms from any type of mechanism & algorithm described in mechanism & algorithms pool, the process sequence of the matching engine will be:

a. The matching engine selects all mechanism & algorithms.

b. The matching engine will search concepts required by mechanism & algorithms, at meta²model of the given modelling language, for generic mechanism & algorithms, at meta²model and metamodel for hybrid mechanism & algorithms and at the metamodel level for the specific mechanism & algorithms..
c. The matching engine suggests appropriate mechanism & algorithms matching with given modelling language according to method engineers request and also it presents matching and not matching concepts in modelling language required by candidate mechanism & algorithms. Thus method engineer has chance to configure.

At this point arise two questions; (1) how to describe the mechanism in a machine understandable way and (2) how to match mechanism and modelling languages according to description of mechanism.

4.2 Semantic Service Description: state-of-the-art

We select to analyse state-of-the-art in semantic service description studies to detect significant input that guides us to achieve our objective; matching modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms and overcome the challenges caused semantic gaps between modelling language descriptions and mechanism descriptions. In this manner, we can gain awareness of concepts used in each approach and understand which of them can be adapted to our approach for mechanism and algorithm description.

There are many standards to describe web services like Web Service Description Language (WSDL), Web Application Description Language (WADL), HTML for RESTful Service Descriptions (hRESTS), which are limited to syntactical description of web services. And there are also standards like Semantic Markup for Web Services (OWL-S), Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO), Semantic Annotations for WSDL (SAWSDL) formerly Web Service Semantics (WSDL-S), Semantic Annotation of Web Resources (SA-REST), which are capable of both syntactical and semantic description of web services. Instead of investigating all standards, we constrain our analysis to approaches for semantic description of web services and further we constraint our analysis with three most prominent and promising approaches according to (Polleres, Lausen and Lara 2006) and (Cardoso, Miller and Emani 2008); OWL-S, WSMO and SAWSDL respectively.

Since WSDL is one of the most prominent standards to describe web services and OWL is one of the most prominent standards to build ontologies for semantic descriptions and besides that since most of the abovementioned standards utilize both standards, the WSDL and OWL are also included into the scope of investigation. For that matter, first of all the WSDL and OWL are going be investigated in order to understand functions of both and to have an overview how they are utilized in other standards.

4.2.1 WSDL: Web Service Description Language

WSDL is an XML-based language is used to describe web services in a machine-readable way, more detailed, it describes how services can be called, what parameters are required as input and what data structure is returned as output and where the service to be found (Christensen, et al. 2001). Currently updated version WSDL 2.0 is available. WSDL 2.0
offers a model and XML formant to describe Web services. Moreover it enables to separate abstract description of functionalities offered by services from concrete details of the service (Chinnici, Moreau, et al. 2007). The Figure 4-5 depicts the info set diagram of WSDL 2.0.

![Figure 4-5 WSDL 2.0 Infoset](image)

The most important elements of the in the info set are type, interface, binding and service.

**Types;** provides a mechanism to define message schemas. In practice, mostly XML schemas are used to define messages, which is directly supported by WSDL 2.0. The type elements are used in the children elements `input` and `output` in `operations` in element `interface`.

**Interface:** contains two important element operation and fault. The operation element indicates an operation which implements this interface. It combines message schemas and message exchange pattern to describe the interaction with web service. The operation element has three important attribute, two of the required; (1) `name` attribute which must be unique within an interface and (2) `pattern` attribute which consists of list of absolute URIs identifies the appropriate message pattern. Third attribute of an operation is optional attribute `style` that identifies the encoding convention to be used. The `input`, `output`, `inFault` and `outFault` are the children element of the operation which refer to the message types, which are defined within the `type` element to be used by given operation.

**Bindings:** in binding elements appropriate interface elements are referenced into attribute `interface`, and information like encoding, how messages are to be exchanged are specified. In the child element `operation` of binding, the transport protocol for regarding operation in referenced interface is specified.

**Services:** specifies basically where the services are to be accessed. The service can associate only one single interface that the service supports. The service has one or many child element
endpoint which specifies locations of the services where they can be accessed. In the child element endpoint an appropriate binding element should be referenced in order to indicate transport protocols and how the messages are to be exchanged.

4.2.2 OWL 2 Web Ontology Language

The OWL 2 Web Ontology Language (after now OWL 2), according to (Motik, et al. 2012) and (W3C OWL Working Group 2012) “is an ontology language for the Semantic Web with formally defined meaning”. Ontologies specify the definitions of terms by describing their relationships among them. Ontologies are described by an ontology language which allows users to describe formal conceptualizations of domain models explicitly. OWL 2 is recommended by W3C and is considered to be one of the most dominant ontology languages currently

As shown in the Figure 4-6, the main building blocks of the OWL 2 are classes, objectproperties, dataproperties, annotation properties, datatypes and named individuals which are entities can be identified uniquely by Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRIs).

![Figure 4-6 Entities, Literals, and Anonymous Individuals in OWL 2 (Motik, et al. 2012)](image)

The Classes are entities which represent set of individuals. The Object Properties and Data Properties represent relationships in the domain and connects individuals. Data properties also can be seen as attributes. Annotation Properties are used to associate the non-logical information with ontologies, axioms and entities. Datatypes are set of literals refers to set of data values. Individuals represent objects from domain

The main components of the OWL 2 as W3C emphasized are the axioms, which state what is true what is wrong in the domain ontology. The Figure 4-7 depicts axiom sets of OWL 2. More details about all axiom sets of OWL 2 can be found in (Motik, et al. 2012). We are going to investigate three types of axiom sets and their axioms, which are more relevant for this work: class axioms, object property axioms and data property axioms.
OWL 2 Class Axioms depicted in Figure 4-8 allow defining relationship between class expressions (Motik, et al. 2012).

The class axioms are:

- **SubClassOf** axioms allow defining that the class expression is a subset of another class expression (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
- **EquivalentClasses** axioms allow defining that a class expression is exactly the same as another class expression (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
- **DisjointClasses** axioms allow defining that two class expressions are disjoint (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
- **DisjointUnion** axioms allow defining that a class as a disjoint union of several class expressions (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
OWL 2 Object Property Axioms depicted in Figure 4-9 are used to characterize and establish relationships between object property expressions (Motik, et al. 2012).

The object property axioms relevant for this work are:

- **SubObjectPropertyOf** axioms are used to state that extension of one object property expression is the subset of in the extension of another object property expression (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
- **EquivalentObjectProperties** axioms are used to state that the extensions of several object property expressions are the same (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).
- **DisjointObjectProperties** axiom is used to state that the extensions of several object properties are pairwise disjoint — meaning that they do not share pairs of connected individuals (Motik, Peter F. and Horrocks 2008).

OWL 2 Data Property Axioms depicted in the Figure 4-10 similar like object property axioms, they are used to characterize and establish relationships between data property expressions (Motik, et al. 2012).
The data property axioms relevant for this work are:

- **SubDataPropertyOf** axioms are used to state that extension of one data property expression is the subset of in the extension of another data property expression.
- **EquivalentDataProperties** axioms are used to state that the extensions of several data property expressions are the same.
- **DisjointDataProperties** axiom is used to state that the extensions of several data properties are pairwise disjoint.

### 4.2.3 OWL-S: Semantic Markup for Web Services

OWL-S is built on OWL for semantic web standards and WSDL for web service standards (Martin, et al. 2004). In OWL-S, for formal description of services ontology structuring mechanism of OWL is utilized, for service grounding is WSDL standards utilized whereby mapping OWL-S inputs and outputs to WSDL messages and OWL-S services to WSDL operation (Cardoso, Miller and Emani 2008). The OWL-S has three concepts which carry essential knowledge about a service, are (1) **Service Profile**, (2) **Service Model** and (3) **Service Grounding**.

**Service Profile**: The service profile describes a service in the abstract level with three pieces of information; (1) the service provider information (2) transformation produced by the service in terms of which inputs are required and which outputs are produced by service and what the pre- and post-conditions are and (3) profile which consists of information about feature of the service like service category, quality ranking of service and unbounded list of
service parameters contains any type of information. Moreover, it is possible to assign a service category by referencing external taxonomy to the service profile. Briefly the service profile involves information about name, contact, and description of service, properties, inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and effects (IPOE).

The properties defined by profile ontology to point input, output, pre-condition effects defined in process ontology built during the service modelling, which are most interesting and relevant for this work are:

- **hasParameter**: references a Parameter instance of the Process ontology. The Parameter class in Process ontology which encapsulates inputs and outputs
- **hasInput**: references a Input instance defined in the Process ontology
- **hasOutput**: references a Output instance defined in the Process Ontology
- **hasPrecondition**: references a Output instance defined in the Process Ontology
- **hasResult**: references a Output instance defined in the Process Ontology

**Service Model**: The service model gives a detailed perspective on how to interact with a service and allows describing service as a process. The OWL-S distinguishes processes between an atomic process, composite process and simple process. Atomic processes, like service profile, consist of inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and post-conditions. Composite processes allow describing of activities that are described with atomic processes. Simple process, in a composition, representing the abstract view of composite processes and the simple processes are the processes which are not invokable.

**Service Grounding**: the service grounding describes how to access the service. Basically, it binds abstract specification of the service with its concrete specification. Since the WSDL is a steady and accepted standard OWL-S uses WSDL for grounding mechanism.

### 4.2.4 WSMO: Web Service Modelling Ontology

The WSMO according to (De Bruijn, Bussler, et al. 2005) provides on the one site conceptual framework to describe services semantically and a formal language based on description logics and logic Programming the Web Service Modelling Language (WSML) (De Bruijn, Fensel, et al. 2005) (Cardoso, Miller and Emani 2008) provides a formal syntax and semantics for WSMO.

The WSMO has four main elements for describing web services (De Bruijn, Bussler, et al. 2005);

**Ontologies**: define vocabularies used to define the other WSMO elements. The ontologies are described by using Web Service Modeling Language (WSML), which provides a formal syntax and semantics for WSMO (De Bruijn, Fensel, et al. 2005). The ontology is consist of five modelling element in WSML; (1) Concept, (2) relation, (3) instance, (4) relation instance, and (5) axiom
**Web Services:** covers three aspects to describe web service; (1) functional aspects (capabilities), which specify pre-conditions, assumptions, post-condition and effects of service (2) non-functional aspects and (3) behavioural aspects (interfaces), which describes how the functionality of the web service can be fulfilled. The WSMO distinguishes interfaces between choreography interfaces and orchestration interfaces, where choreography interfaces describe how user can interact with web services and orchestration interfaces describe which functionalities required from other services.

**Goals:** represents required functionalities from users which shall be fulfilled by the execution of a web service. One interesting point is the description of goal from user’s point of view and decoupling from service description, so WSMO use to discovery comparison of goal and service description (Polleres, Lausen and Lara 2006). Five type properties can be used for defining a goal; (1) hasNonFunctionalProperties, where specified accuracy, reliability, rights, type, version like properties which are expected from a service to have, (2) importOntology used to import ontologies as long as no conflicts need to be resolved, (3) usesMediator, where defined which mediator shall be used to import ontology in case of need of imported ontologies for aligning, merging and transforming.

**Mediators:** are used to handle the interoperability problems on the data level, process level among the WSMO elements. The mediators are distinguished in four types (1) ggMediators which links two goals, (2) ooMediators import ontologies and determine possible representation mismatches, (3) wgMediators link web services to goals, (4) wwMediators link two web services.

### 4.2.5 SAWSDL: Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema

SAWSDL (Farrell and Lausen 2007) based on its predecessor the WSDL-S (Akkiraju, et al. 2005) which is set of extensions for WSDL and provides set of standard description format for web services (Kopecky, et al. 2007). It is developed to meet the deficit of WSDL by describing requirements and capabilities of services semantically and it defines a mechanism to add semantic annotations to the web service descriptions described by using WSDL. Basically with another words, concepts in a web service description are mapped to onotological concepts (Cardoso, Miller and Emani 2008).

SAWSDL offers extensions attributes to annotate WSDL interfaces, operations and their input and output messages. SAWSDL offers two types of extension attribute (Kopecky, et al. 2007);

- Model References are used to reference one or more semantic concepts to the WSDL elements
- Schema Mappings are differentiating between two types of schema mappings (1) liftingSchemaMapping transforms data from an XML message into a semantic model, (2) while loweringSchemaMapping transforms data from semantic model into an XML message.
The SAWSDL self does not provide any service ontology or domain ontology. The SAWSDL requires service or domain ontologies, from which semantic concepts can be attached to the extension attributes.

As described in (Kopecky, et al. 2007), in order to automate tasks; “Service Discovery”, “Negotiation”, “Filtering”, “Ranking and Selection”, “Invocation, the SAWSDL takes four aspects of services to describe semantically

- **Information semantics** describes information model used by other semantic descriptions required during the performing data mediation.
- **Functional semantics** describes what service offers required during the service discovery in order to compare service capability and user requirements.
- **Non-functional semantics** defines details on running environment or implementation of the service, which are required during the invocation.
- **Behavioural semantics** describes external and internal behaviour of a service. External behaviour describes a protocol how the service to be consumed, internal behaviour describes how the service functionalities are aggregated.

### 4.2.6 Lessons Learned from State-of-the-Art Analysis

It seems that the most appropriate approach to describe mechanisms & algorithms is a description language, which is with semantically enriched.

We have learned that that description language shall be able to describe the profiles of mechanisms & algorithms which are consist of at least inputs, dependencies.

Considering semantic gap between concepts used to describe goals of the method engineer, which consists of –in our case- the modelling language itself, required type of mechanisms and required functionality, and concepts used to describe mechanisms & algorithms profile, the most challenging part is semantic enrichment of the profiles of mechanisms & algorithms. The state-of-the-art analysis leads us the use the approach semantic enrichment of the profiles with annotating concepts used in the profile of mechanisms & algorithms with semantic concepts from selected domain ontology.

The need of domain ontology and annotation mechanism using concepts from an ontology raises new challenge. Nevertheless analysis and semantic lifting approach introduced in (Hrgovcic, Karagiannis and Woitsch 2013) bring the answer for that challenge, using an extension attribute which consists of information of referenced semantic concepts, which is used for annotation of concept in the profile and which is referenced from ontology. Obviously another challenge for that issue is need of using a ontology language –to build the ontology-, which is appropriate and proved for that issue. The answer for that challenge is also identified thanks to state-of-the-analyse. Since it is proven in the SAWDL approach, seems that OWL is the most appropriate language to build ontology in our approach.
4.3 Describing Mechanisms & Algorithms Formally

In order to find matching points relevant to be described, we adapt FDMM formalism concepts to describe mechanism and goals in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. So we prove match points between modelling languages and mechanisms, and match points between mechanism and goals. Additionally we introduce an is-a taxonomy, and a Petri Nets Ontology in section 4.3.3. Since we need to consider semantics defined in pre-defined ADOxx® metamodel – from which semantics inherited into modelling languages implemented on ADOxx®, we will excerpt concepts from aforementioned taxonomy, which are ADOxx® specific and the, concepts from Petri Net Ontology in order to build an ontology which is complying with cases that are investigated in this work. Afterwards, we use this adapted ontology to enriched mechanism descriptions semantically.

4.3.1 Formal Description of Mechanisms

According to scenarios exposed in section 4.1, in order to ensure matching modelling languages and mechanism, the description of a mechanism must have a mechanism profile which consists of at least:

1. List of inputs that are required by the mechanism,
2. Information about, to which function group the functionality of mechanism belongs to
3. Dependencies (if any) of the mechanism with other mechanisms
4. Information about, which type of mechanism it is.

Although the main goal of this works is to develop a matching engine try to match a modelling language with mechanisms by checking if the semantic primitives required as inputs by mechanism are existing, we are going to design the matching engine so that it permits to specify concrete required output in goal definition by user and concrete provided output by mechanism in mechanism definition. Hence we need to add additional information in mechanism description;

5. List of outputs that are provided by mechanism.

Then we can describe a mechanism in following form by adapting formalism of FDMM;

- $Mechanism_i = \langle Inputs_i, Outputs_i, Dependency_i, FunctionGroup_i, MechanismType_i \rangle$

Where $Inputs$ and $Outputs$ are sets of inputs and outputs respectively like:

- $Inputs_i = \{Input_1, Input_2, ..., Input_m\}$
- $Outputs_i = \{Output_1, Output_2, ..., Output_m\}$
Where $Input_m$ and $Output_m$ are certain attributes of an object type and which have certain data types like:

- $Input_m \rightarrow oaxd$
- $Output_m \rightarrow oaxd$

Where each $o$ is an element of a certain object type set, $a$ is an element of a certain attribute set and $d$ is an element of a certain data type set as described by FDMM.

- $o \in O_i^T, a \in A_i, d \in D_i^T$

A Dependency is a set of mechanism that the mechanism being described is depended.

- $Dependency_i = \{Mechanism_1, Mechanism_2, ..., Mechanism_m\}$

A Function Group can be a either visualization function group or transformation group or simulation group or querying function group.

- $FunctionGroup_i = \{Visualization \cup Transformation \cup Simulation \cup Querying\}$

Where $MechanismType_i$ can be either generic mechanism type or hybrid mechanism type or specific mechanism.

- $MechanismType_i = \{Generic \cup Hybrid \cup Specific\}$

Formal description of the mechanism listed for Petri Nets in the section 3.3.

**Fast Simulation:**

- $Mechanism_{FastSimulation} = (Input_{FastSimulation}, Outputs_{FastSimulation},$ $Dependency_{FastSimulation}, FunctionGroup_{FastSimulation}, Input_{Type_{Inputs_{FastSimulation}}})$

Where $Input_{FastSimulation}$

- $Input_{FastSimulation} =$ $
\{Input_{placeclassname}, Input_{transitionclassname}, Input_{p2trelationclassname},$
$Input_{trp2trelationclassname},$
$Input_{numoftokens}, Input_{p2trelationweight}, Input_{t2prelationweight}, Input_{tgameenabled},$
$Input_{placeclassname}, Input_{transitionclassname}\}$

- $Input_{placeclassname} \rightarrow Place x ClassName x string$
- $Input_{transitionclassname} \rightarrow Transition x ClassName x string$
- $Input_{p2trelationclassname} \rightarrow P2TRelation x ClassName x string$
- $Input_{t2prelationclassname} \rightarrow T2PRelation x ClassName x string$
- $Input_{numoftokens} \rightarrow Place x NumOfTokens x integer$
- $Input_{p2trelationweight} \rightarrow P2TRelation x Weight x Integer$
- $Input_{t2prelationweight} \rightarrow T2PRelation x Weight x Integer$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{gameenabled}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{GameEnabled} \times \text{integer}$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{transitionname}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}$

Where Outputs is set of inputs like;

- $\text{Outputs}_{\text{FastSimulation}} = \{\text{Output}_{\text{numoftokens}}\}$
- $\text{Output}_{\text{numoftokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumOfTokens} \times \text{integer}$

The $\text{Dependency}_{\text{FastSimulation}}$ is described like.

- $\text{Dependency}_{\text{FastSimulation}} = \text{Petri Nets Cardinality Check}$

The $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{FastSimulation}}$ is described like.

- $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{FastSimulation}} = \{\text{Simulation}\}$

Where the $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{FastSimulation}}$ can be described like;

- $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{FastSimulation}} = \{\text{Specific}\}$

**Step by Step Simulation;**

- $\text{Mechanism}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} =$
  - $\langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}};$
  - $\text{Dependency}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} \rangle$

Where Inputs is set of inputs like:

- $\text{Inputs}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} =$
  - $\{\text{Input}_{\text{placename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationclassname}},$
  - $\text{Input}_{\text{numoftokens}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationweight}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationweight}}, \text{Input}_{\text{gameenabled}},$
  - $\text{Input}_{\text{placename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionname}} \}$

- $\text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string}$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{transitionclassname}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string}$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{p2relationclassname}} \rightarrow \text{P2TRelation} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string}$
- $\text{Input}_{\text{t2relationclassname}} \rightarrow \text{T2PRelation} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string}$
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{numoftokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumOfTokens} \times \text{integer} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{p2relationweight} \rightarrow \text{P2Relation} \times \text{Weight} \times \text{Integer} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{t2prelationweight} \rightarrow \text{T2PRelation} \times \text{Weight} \times \text{Integer} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{gameenabled}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{GameEnabled} \times \text{integer} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{transitionname}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string} \)

Where \( \text{Outputs} \) is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Outputs}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} = \{ \text{Output}_{\text{numoftokens}} \} \)
- \( \text{Output}_{\text{numoftokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumOfTokens} \times \text{integer} \)

The \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} \) is described like:

- \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} = \text{Petri Nets Cardinality Check} \)

The \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} \) is described like:

- \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} = \{ \text{Simulation} \} \)

Where the \( \text{MechanismType}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} \) can be described like:

- \( \text{MechanismType}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} = \{ \text{Specific} \} \)

\textbf{Net Statistics;}

- \( \text{Mechanism}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{NetStatistics}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{NetStatistics}}, \text{Dependency}_{\text{NetStatistics}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{NetStatistics}}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{NetStatistics}} \rangle \)

Where \( \text{Inputs} \) is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Inputs}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \{ \text{Input}_{\text{placename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionclassname}} \} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{transitionclassname}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string} \)

Where \( \text{Outputs} \) is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Outputs}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \{ \text{Output}_{\text{infobox}} \} \)
- \( \text{Output}_{\text{infobox}} \rightarrow \text{Infoboxx Text} \times \text{string} \)
The $\text{Dependency}_{\text{NetStatistics}}$ is described like.

- $\text{Dependency}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \emptyset$

The $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{NetStatistics}}$ is described like.

- $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \{\text{Querying}\}$

Where the $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{NetStatistics}}$ can be described like.

- $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{NetStatistics}} = \{\text{Specific}\}$

**ADOxx® XML Export:**

- $\text{Mechanism}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}, \text{Dependency}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} \rangle$

Where $\text{Inputs}$ is set of inputs like:

- $\text{Inputs}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \{\text{Input}_\text{rootclassname} \}$
- $\text{Input}_\text{rootclassname} \rightarrow \text{Root} x \text{ClassName} x \text{string}$

Where $\text{Outputs}$ is set of inputs like:

- $\text{Outputs}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \{\text{Output}_\text{XMLfilePath} \}$
- $\text{Output}_\text{XMLfilePath} \rightarrow \text{XMLFile} x \text{FilePath} x \text{string}$

The $\text{Dependency}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}$ is described like.

- $\text{Dependency}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \emptyset$

The $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}$ is described like.

- $\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \{\text{Transformation}\}$

Where the $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}}$ can be described like.

- $\text{MechanismType}_{\text{ADOxxXMLExport}} = \{\text{Generic}\}$

**PNML Transformation:**

- $\text{Mechanism}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}}, \text{Dependency}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} \rangle$
Where \textit{Inputs} is set of inputs like:

- \(\text{Input}_{p\text{NMLTransformation}} = \{\text{Input}_{\text{modelname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{placename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{trp2relationname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{numoftokens}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationweight}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationweight}}, \text{Input}_{\text{placepositionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{placepositiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{placedimensionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{placedimentiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionpositionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{transitionpositiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationpositionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationpositiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationdimensionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{p2relationdimentiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationpositionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationpositiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationdimensionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationdimentiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationfromclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationtoclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationpositionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationpositiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationdimensionx}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationdimentiony}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationfromclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{t2relationtoclassname}}\}\)

- \(\text{Input}_{\text{modelname}} \rightarrow \text{Model} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{transitionname}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{p2relationname}} \rightarrow \text{P2TRelation} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{t2relationname}} \rightarrow \text{T2PRelation} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{numoftokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumOfTokens} \times \text{integer}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{p2relationweight}} \rightarrow \text{P2TRelation} \times \text{Weight} \times \text{Integer}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{t2relationweight}} \rightarrow \text{T2PRelation} \times \text{Weight} \times \text{Integer}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{placepositionx}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{PositionX} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{placepositiony}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{PositionY} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{placedimensionx}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{DimensionX} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{placedimentiony}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{DimensionY} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{transitionpositionx}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{PositionX} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{transitionpositiony}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{PositionY} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{transitiondimensionx}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{DimensionX} \times \text{string}\)
- \(\text{Input}_{\text{transitiondimentiony}} \rightarrow \text{Transition} \times \text{DimensionY} \times \text{string}\)
Where \( \text{Outputs} \) is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Outputs}_{\text{StepByStepSimulation}} = \{ \text{Output}_{\text{XMLfile}} \} \)
- \( \text{Output}_{\text{XMLfile}} \rightarrow \text{XMLfile} \times \text{FilePath} \times \text{string} \)

The \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} \) is described like:

- \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} = \text{ADOxx XML Export, ADOxx XML Import} \)

The \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} \) is described like:

- \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} = \{ \text{Transformation} \} \)

Where the \( \text{MechanismType}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} \) can be described like:

- \( \text{MechanismType}_{\text{PNMLTransformation}} = \{ \text{Specific} \} \)

**Genetic Algorithm for Petri Nets:**

- \( \text{Mechanism}_{\text{geneticalgorithmPnml}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{geneticalgorithmPnml}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{geneticalgorithmPnml}} \rangle \)
Where Inputs is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Inputs}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} = \{ \text{Input}_{\text{placename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{initialNumberOfTokens}} \} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{placename}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{Name} \times \text{string} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{initialNumberOfTokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumberOfTokens} \times \text{integer} \)

Where Outputs is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Outputs}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} = \{ \text{Output}_{\text{XMLfilePath}} \} \)
- \( \text{Output}_{\text{NumberOfTokens}} \rightarrow \text{Place} \times \text{NumberOfTokens} \times \text{integer} \)

The \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} \) is described like.

- \( \text{Dependency}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} = \emptyset \)

The \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} \) is described like.

- \( \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} = \{ \text{Simulation} \} \)

Where the \( \text{MechnismType}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} \) can be described like:

- \( \text{MechnismType}_{\text{geneticalgorithm}} = \{ \text{Hybrid} \} \)

**ADOxx® Path Analysis Algorithm:**

- \( \text{Mechanism}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}}, \text{Dependency}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}}, \text{MechnismType}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}} \rangle \)

Where Inputs is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Inputs}_{\text{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm}} = \{ \text{Input}_{\text{startclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{endclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{activityclassname}}, \text{Input}_{\text{activityexecutiontime}}, \text{Input}_{\text{activitywaitingtime}}, \text{Input}_{\text{activityrestingtime}}, \text{Input}_{\text{activitytransporttime}}, \text{Input}_{\text{decisionvariablename}}, \text{Input}_{\text{decisionvariablescope}}, \text{Input}_{\text{decisionvariabletype}}, \text{Input}_{\text{decisionvariablevalue}}, \text{Input}_{\text{subsequenttransitioncondition}}, \text{Input}_{\text{subsequenttransitionprobability}} \} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{startclassname}} \rightarrow \text{Start} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string} \)
- \( \text{Input}_{\text{endclassname}} \rightarrow \text{End} \times \text{ClassName} \times \text{string} \)
Where \( Inputs \) is set of inputs like;

- \( Input_{activityclassname} \rightarrow Activity \times ClassName \times string \)
- \( Input_{activityexecutiontime} \rightarrow Activity \times ExecutionTime \times time \)
- \( Input_{activitywaittime} \rightarrow Activity \times WaitingTime \times time \)
- \( Input_{activityrestingtime} \rightarrow Activity \times RestingTime \times time \)
- \( Input_{decisionvariablename} \rightarrow Decision \times VariableName \times string \)
- \( Input_{decisionvariabscope} \rightarrow Decision \times VariableScope \times string \)
- \( Input_{decisionvariabletype} \rightarrow Decision \times VariableType \times string \)
- \( Input_{decisionvariablevalue} \rightarrow Decision \times VariableValue \times string \)
- \( Input_{subsequenttransitioncondition} \rightarrow Subsequent \times TransitionCondition \times string \)
- \( Input_{subsequenttransitionprobability} \rightarrow Subsequent \times TransitionProbability \times string \)

Where \( Outputs \) is set of inputs like;

- \( Outputs_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} = \{Output_{SimulationResults}\} \)
- \( Output_{SimulationResults} \rightarrow Start \times SimulationResults \times string \)

The \( Dependency_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} \) is described like.

- \( Dependency_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} = \emptyset \)

The \( FunctionGroup_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} \) is described like.

- \( FunctionGroup_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} = \{Simulation\} \)

Where the \( MechanismType_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} \) can be described like;

- \( MechanismType_{adoxxpathanalysisalgorithm} = \{Hybrid\} \)

4.3.2 Formal Description of Goals

As mentioned before the matching engine enables users to specify their goals in form of;

1. The modelling language, for which they search mechanisms for, which is mandatory information.
2. Function group that they are looking for, which is optional information.
3. Mechanism type that they are looking for, which is optional information.
(4) List of concrete outputs that they are required, which is optional information in the goal description.

The goals can be described in the following form by adapting formalism of FDMM:

- \[ Goal_i = \langle MM_i, FunctionGroup_i, MechanismType_i, Outputs_i \rangle \]

So far we have proved that there are shared concepts by modelling language and mechanism thanks to FDMM, which represent the match points between modelling language, goals and mechanisms. More concretely, inputs, outputs, function group and type of mechanism can be defined by using object type, attribute type and data type proposed by FDMM so they are the match points between:

- Inputs required by a mechanism and object type set, attribute set, data typeset of a modelling language, respecting domain and range functions which define the relation among the given sets in the modelling languages.
- Required outputs by a goal and object type set, attribute set, data typeset provided as outputs by mechanism.

The other match points are:

- Required function group and mechanism type defined in a goal and offered by a mechanism

Following introductory example shall explain our standing point better;

Let have modelling language in domain performance management and has one model type called KPI Pool model type, which consist of an object type called KPI and it has attributes name type of string, is-value and should-value type of integer. It can be described by using FDMM as following:

- \[ MM_{KPI\ Pool} = \langle MT_{KPI\ Pool}, \leq, domain, range, card \rangle \]
- \[ MT_{KPI\ Pool} = \langle O^T_{KPI\ Pool}, D^T_{KPI\ Pool}, A_{KPI\ Pool} \rangle \]

Details of set of object types \( O^T_{KPI\ Pool} \):
- \( O^T_{KPI\ Pool} = \{ KPI \} \)

Details of set of object types \( D^T_{KPI\ Pool} \):
- \( D^T_{KPI\ Pool} = \{ string, integer \} \)

Details of set of attributes \( A_{KPI\ Pool} \):
- \( A_{KPI\ Pool} = \{ name, is - value, should - value \} \)

Details of domain, range and card functions:
- \( domain(\text{Name}) = \{ KPI \} \)
• \( \text{range}(\text{Name}) = \{\text{String}\} \)
• \( \text{domain}(\text{is - value}) = \{\text{KPI}\} \)
• \( \text{range}(\text{is - value}) = \{\text{integer}\} \)
• \( \text{domain}(\text{should - value}) = \{\text{KPI}\} \)
• \( \text{range}(\text{should - value}) = \{\text{integer}\} \)

And let have another modelling language again in same domain performance management and has one model type called \textit{Metrics Pool} model type, which consist of an object type called \textit{Metrics} (we assume that it is equivalent of KPI) and it has attributes \textit{Name} type of \textit{string}, \textit{is-value} and \textit{should-value} type of \textit{double}. It can be described by using FDMM as following:

- \( MM_{\text{Metrics Pool}} = (MT_{\text{Metrics Pool}}, \leq, \text{domain}, \text{range}, \text{card}) \)
- \( MT_{\text{Metrics Pool}} = (O^T_{\text{Metrics Pool}}, D^T_{\text{Metrics Pool}}, A_{\text{Metrics Pool}}) \)

Details of set of object types \( O^T_{\text{Metrics Pool}} \):

- \( O^T_{\text{Metrics Pool}} = \{\text{Metrics}\} \)

Details of set of object types \( D^T_{\text{KPI Pool}} \):

- \( D^T_{\text{Metrics Pool}} = \{\text{string, double}\} \)

Details of set of attributes \( A_{\text{Metrics Pool}} \):

- \( A_{\text{Metrics Pool}} = \{\text{Name, is - value, should - value}\} \)

Details of \textit{domain}, \textit{range} and \textit{card} functions:

- \( \text{domain}(\text{Name}) = \{\text{Metrics}\} \)
- \( \text{range}(\text{Name}) = \{\text{string}\} \)
- \( \text{domain}(\text{is - value}) = \{\text{Metrics}\} \)
- \( \text{range}(\text{is - value}) = \{\text{double}\} \)
- \( \text{domain}(\text{should - value}) = \{\text{Metrics}\} \)
- \( \text{range}(\text{should - value}) = \{\text{double}\} \)

Additionally we have a specific mechanism called \textit{score} which is in querying function group and divides \textit{integer is-value} by \textit{integer should value} of KPIs, therefore it requires \textit{is-value} and should-value in type of integer from object type \textit{KPI} we can describe the mechanism formally as following:

- \( \text{Mechanism}_{\text{score}} = \langle \text{Inputs}_{\text{score}}, \text{Dependency}_{\text{score}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{score}}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{score}} \rangle \)

Where \textit{Inputs} is set of inputs like:

- \( \text{Inputs}_{\text{score}} = \{\text{Input}_\text{is-value}, \text{Input}_\text{should-value}\} \)
• \(Input_{is-value} \rightarrow \text{KPI x is} = \text{value x integer}\)
• \(Input_{should-value} \rightarrow \text{KPI x should} = \text{value x integer}\)

A \textbf{Dependency} score is described like.

• \(\text{Dependency} \_\text{score} = \emptyset\)

The \textbf{FunctionGroup} score is described like.

• \(\text{FunctionGroup} \_\text{score} = \{\text{Querying}\}\)

Where the \textbf{MechanismType} score can be described like.

• \(\text{MechanismType} \_\text{score} = \{\text{Specific}\}\)

Let a user make a query to find a specific mechanism that has querying function and works on modelling language “KPI Pool” and also on “Metrics Pool”.

• \(\text{Goal}_a = \langle \text{MM}_{\text{KPI Pool}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{goal}_a}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{goal}_a}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{goal}_a} \rangle\)

Where

• \(\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{goal}_a} = \{\text{Querying}\},\)
• \(\text{MechanismType}_{\text{goal}_a} = \{\text{Specific}\}\) and
• \(\text{Outputs}_{\text{goal}_a} = \emptyset\)

• \(\text{Goal}_b = \langle \text{MM}_{\text{Metrics Pool}}, \text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{goal}_b}, \text{MechanismType}_{\text{goal}_b}, \text{Outputs}_{\text{goal}_b} \rangle\)

Where

• \(\text{FunctionGroup}_{\text{goal}_b} = \{\text{Querying}\},\)
• \(\text{MechanismType}_{\text{goal}_b} = \{\text{Specific}\}\) and
• \(\text{Outputs}_{\text{goal}_b} = \emptyset\)

Obviously matching result is going to be (according to formal description of modelling languages and the mechanism) a specific mechanism, which is in querying function group and called score, and matching result will be positive for the \(\text{goal} a\) consists of the modelling language “KPI Pool” since it consists of exactly the same concepts that the mechanism requires as inputs, but for the \(\text{goal} b\) consists of modelling language “Metrics Pool” will be negative because it does not consist of exactly the same concepts that the mechanism requires as inputs although object type “Metrics” is equivalent of “KPI” and consists of same attributes but in another data type which is also similar to data type integer.

We deduce from the introductory scenario explained above, the necessity of semantic expressiveness in the description of mechanisms in order to make syntactical concepts defined above processable by the matching engine.
And that lead us to prepare taxonomies for concepts that can be used to fortify semantic expressiveness of our approach to describe the mechanism by associating semantic primitives defined in taxonomies with concepts used in the definition of mechanisms.

4.3.3 Taxonomy as Classification Schema

If all modelling languages had always same semantic primitives/concepts, it would have been enough to define modelling language and mechanism with formalism consists of those same semantic primitives. In the reality even the modelling languages, which are abstracting the same System under Study (SUS ) or rather modelling languages used for the same domain (e.g. BPMN⁴ and EPC⁵) consist of heterogenous semantic primitives. Therefore it is required to identify shared concepts to classify them in a taxonomic organization utilized to describe parameters of mechanisms & algorithms, so mechanism & algorithms can distinguish the similarity between concepts that it needs to work and concepts that modelling languages have.

We can categorize semantic primitives in three groups by taking under consideration the three set definitions for a model type proposed by FDMM formalism, on the other hand, since to make separated taxonomies among the data types and among attribute types does not bring as semantic meaningfulness as object types, but bring them with object types in an ontology together and define their relation between object types with domain and range brings more semantic meaningfulness. Therefore we decided to build an is-an taxonomies, namely; Object Type Taxonomy, which consists of ADOxx® specific concepts. Although FDMM formalism categorize “Class” and “Relation class” in the same group “Object Type”, and does not make precise separation we decide categorize classes and relation classes in their own separated groups in order to have more distinctive taxonomies and so simplify semantic similarity calculation within the matching engine. Moreover, the taxonomies are fortified with properties disjoint-with, synonym-of additional to property is-a.

The object type taxonomy consist of concepts “node”, “place” and “transition in the context of Petri Net and taxonomy the node subsumes place and transition.

We have presented ADOxx® meta-model classes in section 2.2.2.1 and mentioned that the pre-defined class “_D-Event_” encapsulates all possible nodes of a graph. In fact that Petri Nets are directed graphs and Petri Nets modelling languages that are implemented on ADOxx® by inheriting semantic and syntax of pre-defined classes defined in ADOxx® Meta-model for graph-based modelling languages, in this case only “_D-Event_”. In that case, we can replace “Node” in the object type taxonomy with “_D-Event_” in the context of ADOxx®. Besides that, there is no hierarchy among the relation types in the context of ADOxx®, which means from ADOxx® point of view each relation type is disjoint with the other ones..

⁴ Business Process And Notation, http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/
Murata exposed in (Murata 1989) some typical interpretations of Transitions and Places summarized in Table 4-1, which constitute the synonyms of corresponding class in the object type taxonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Computation Step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal</td>
<td>Signal processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clause in logic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1 Synonyms of Place and Transition

After inserting synonyms into object type taxonomy, the taxonomy will be extended as depicted in Figure 4-11. Briefly Petri Nets Object Type Taxonomy starts with the superclass “Object Type” subsumes “Class” and “Relation Type”, while “Class” subsumes “_D-Event”, which encapsulates each node in a graph, subsumes “Place” and “Transition” and they subsume their synonyms. We have seen in section 2.2.2 that relation types have the constraints that one relation type must have exactly one “fromclass”, and exactly one “toclass” and this constraint allows instead of being dependent on relation type taxonomy which should be extended manually by human interaction, to leave automatic classification of relation types to a machine interaction. In our case matching engine classifies them according to their “fromclass” and “toclass”. In that case, a prerequisite arises to be fulfilled during the definition of the mechanism; If input is a relation type, the attributes “fromclass” and “toclass” of relation should be explicitly specified.
4.3.4 Petri Nets Ontology

The Figure 4-12 depicts a Petri Net Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) to be used for formal description of the Petri Net semantic. This Petri Nets ontology is built with considering different concepts from many Petri Nets syntax formats (e.g PNML, DaNaMiCS) in order to support different Petri Net dialects.
In this petri nets ontology there is only one root element called “ModelElement”, which is the parent of all elements of a Petri Nets structure. The Net represent the aggregation of the ModelElements. Like the ModelElement, the Net has a unique identifier (ID) attribute and also attribute type, which describes the type of the Petri Nets. And also three main element of Petri Nets; Place, Transition and Arc have been represented with their own classes as specialization of the Node. The StructuralElement, which is the inherited from class ModelElements, represents structuring mechanism. Just two structuring mechanism are supported by this ontology; Page, which may consist of other Petri Nets ModelElements, and the Module. A NodeReference represents the appearance of a node, it can be either PlaceReference or TransitionReference. The two constraints which state that a PlaceReference can refer to either a Place or another PlaceReference and a TransitionReference may refer to either to a Transition or another TransitionReference.

However, since our scope the modelling languages and mechanisms, which are implemented within the ADOxx® environment, we need to consider concepts from ADOxx® to be able to enrich mechanism & algorithm descriptions with the correct concepts. For that concern, we have adapted Petri Nets Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) with the concepts we have defined during the investigation on taxonomy for mechanism description. The Figure 4-13 depicts adapted Petri Nets Ontology. As aforementioned we have utilized the taxonomies which are identified previously in this work and the Petri Nets Ontology (Gasevic
2006) and which can be found written with using OWL and easy to investigate using ontology editor Protégé\(^6\).

![Petri Nets Ontology adapted with ADOxx® Concepts](image)

Figure 4-13 Petri Nets Ontology adapted with ADOxx® Concepts

\(^6\) Protégé is a free, open-source platform to construct domain models and knowledge-based applications with ontologies (Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research 2013)
5 Realization of Matching Mechanism

In this chapter, we introduce realization of the matching mechanism. First of all we specify and introduce the modelling language “Semantic enriched Mechanism Description Modelling Language”, which offers model-driven mechanism & algorithm description enriched semantically. Based on the modelling language a modelling editor on ADOxx® implemented, called SeMD Modelling Editor offers to describe mechanisms & algorithms with conceptual models graphically and make possible to utilize ADOxx® Model XML Export mechanism in order to export models as XML files complying with ADOxx® Model XML Schema, which is known XML schema by the Matching Engine, and enables transferring the XML files into the file system of the Matching Engine. The chapter also investigates an appropriate approach to calculate the semantic similarity between concepts from modelling languages and the mechanisms & algorithms. For that concern, vector space models are investigated, which is introduced in (G. Salton 1971) and vector based ontology matching approach proposed by (Eidoon, Yazdani and Oroumchian 2008) is utilized. As mentioned before the other component of the Matching Mechanism, which component consists of main functionalities, is the Matching Engine, which queries - with utilizing XPATH queries - the modelling language and description of mechanisms & algorithms, prove the concepts from both sides, with the respect to utilized ontology to close semantic gap between them, if they match and calculates semantic similarity of between concepts.

5.1 Semantic Enriched Mechanism and Algorithm Description Language

According to (Fill, Schremser and Karagiannis 2013) the syntactical concepts can be annotated with the concepts in semantic schemata for the purpose of raising semantic expressiveness in conceptual model.

Again (Fill, Schremser and Karagiannis 2013) listed approaches to add semantic annotation as following:

- Adding semantic annotations to the abstract syntax or concrete syntax definition of modelling language
- Adding reference attributes to abstract syntax or concrete syntax definition
- Using a separate annotation specification does not require to modify any of modelling or ontology languages like exposed in (Kiryakov, et al. 2003) (Abramowicz and Agata Filipowska 2007).

Also, the other approaches are semantic lifting approaches introduced in (Hrgovcic, Karagiannis and Woitsch 2013) and applied in practice a virtual enterprise management tool (Efendioglu, Woitsch, et al. 2013) in the BIVEE Project partly funded by the European Commission.

In this stage, we have to emphasize that the purpose of this work is not to raise semantic expressiveness of the modelling languages, but of the description of the mechanism, since we
do not want to force users to modify their modelling languages in order to add semantic annotations. However, those three approached listed above and state of the art analysis in semantic description of services guide us how should we develop a description language and related matching engine which does not only return results due to syntactically matching words in searching query but, also due to possibly related concepts by means of the semantic enrichment of concepts used in the definition of mechanism, especially the concepts that represent requirements of mechanism, that they need to be able to work properly.

For that concern, we require; (1) a description language which can express the capabilities and requirements of the mechanism semantically and (2) a matching engine which is able to interpret this description language and supports semantic matching between mechanism advertisements and mechanism requests.

This work answers these two challenges with (1) a modelling language consists of two model type “Mechanism and Algorithm Description Model Type” and “OWL Model Type” and (2) with a Matching Engine

After requirements and design principles exposed in introductory scenarios and state of the art analyse, we have learn patterns how to describe the mechanism. As static structure depicted in Figure 5-1 in our semantic enriched mechanism description approach ten constitution are used to describe a mechanism; (1)

1. The **Mechanism** representing mechanism itself which has attributes specifying name of mechanism (mechanismName) list of inputs (inputs), list of outputs(outputs) function group(functionGroup) into that mechanism is classified in terms of its functionalities type of mechanism(mechanismType) due to its dependency to modelling technique and dependencies of the mechanism to other mechanism in order to work properly.
2. The **Input** represents an input required by a mechanism. The **Input** has attributes specifying object type (objectType) from FDMM point of view (e.g. class “Place”), annotation of object type (ObjectTypeSemAnnotation) by referencing a “Class” concept from the relevant domain ontology (in this case Petri Nets Ontology), attribute type(attributeType) again from FDMM point of view (e.g. attribute “NumberOfTokens”), annotation of attribute type (AttributeTypeSemAnnotation) by referencing a DataProperty concept from relevant domain ontology, data type also from FDMM point of view (e.g. “Integer”) which can have a data type listed in enumeration ADOxxDataTypes.
3. The **Output** has same attributes like the **Input**. The **Output** differentiate from **Input** by it is semantic meaning; the **Output** represents an output produced by a mechanism.
4. The **FunctionGroup** represents enumeration of function group classifying mechanisms due to their functionalities.
5. The **MechanismType** represents enumeration of mechanism type classifying mechanisms due to their dependencies to the modelling technique.
6. The ADOxxDataTypes represents enumeration of data types that are allowed by ADOxx® platform to assign an attribute.
7. The Class represents class concepts defined in ontologies complying specification defined in (Motik, et al. 2012) and investigate in section 4.2.2.
8. The ObjectProperty represents object property concepts defined in ontologies complying specification defined in (Motik, et al. 2012) and investigate in section 4.2.2.
9. The AnnotationProperty represents annotation properties (“label” is the most important annotation property for this work) concepts defined in ontologies complying specification defined in (Motik, et al. 2012) and investigate in section 4.2.2.
10. The DataProperty represents data properties concepts defined in ontologies complying specification defined in (Motik, et al. 2012) and investigate in section 4.2.2.

![Figure 5-1 Static Structure of Semantically Enriched Mechanism Description Language](image)

### 5.1.1 Model Type for Describing Mechanisms: Mechanism Description Model Type

As aforementioned, this work is constrained with mechanism and algorithm that have been implemented on ADOxx® and with following “Generic Modelling Method Framework”. Therefore, it was enough to understand how static structure of mechanisms and algorithms are defined from “Generic Modelling Method Framework” point of view. For that concern, we have investigated in 2.1.3 the static structure of mechanism and algorithm described by (Kühn 2004) and meta-model of “Mechanism Definition Language” as depicted in Figure 2-7. The Figure 5-2 depicts the metamodel of “Mechanism Definition Model” which is
designed with taking in cognizance of constraint and requirements found out during the investigation in section 4.

Figure 5-2 Metamodel of Mechanism Description Model Type

The Table 5-1 contains the ADOxx® specific specification of concepts of Mechanism Description Model Type, which are already defined in its metamodel (in Figure 5-2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Mech_Algo : Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism represents the mechanism in the real word and includes the description of the mechanism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Function Group | Enumeration | It determines, to which function group(s) the mechanism belongs.
Mechanism Type | Enumeration | It determines, to which mechanism group the mechanism belongs.
Inputs | Record | It registers which inputs are required by the mechanism to be able work properly. An input consists of the name of property, from which the value is required, its class name, the type of property, besides those annotations of class and attribute.
Outputs | Record | It registers the outputs provided by mechanism in similar way as Inputs attribute.
Notation: N/A | Input:RecordClass

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class_Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of class whose value of property is in question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class_Annotation</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It references the class concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property_Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of the class whose value is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property_Annotation</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It references the DataProperty concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type_of_Property</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>It determines the type of the property. The type of property could be one of the ADOxxDataTypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation: N/A</td>
<td>Output:RecordClass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class_Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of class whose value of property is in question</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class_Annotation | Interref | It references the class concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated class.
---|---|---
Property_Name | String | The name of class whose value is required.
Property_Annotation | Interref | It references the DataProperty concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated property.
Type_of_Property | Enumeration | It determines the type of the property. The type of property could be one of the ADOxxDataTypes
Notation | Has dependency : Relation Type | It connects the mechanism with the other mechanism(s), with which the mechanism has dependency in order to work properly.

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fromClass</td>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Mech_Algo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toClass</td>
<td>Endpoint</td>
<td>Mech_Algo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1 Specification of Mechanism Description Model Type

#### 5.1.2 Model Type for Building Ontology: OWL Model Type

The OWL Model Type is adapted and implemented based on the OWL Application Library, which implemented according to specification of OWL2 and provided by ADOxx.org (ADOxx.org 2013).

The Table 5-2 contains the ADOxx® specific specification of concepts of OWL Model Type, which are relevant for this work. The detailed specification of the OWL Method can be found in (ADOxx.org 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Class : Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism represents the mechanism in the real word and includes the description of the mechanism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of the class entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations</td>
<td>Record</td>
<td>It contains “label” annotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disjoins</th>
<th>Interref</th>
<th>It defines with which class(es) is the class disjoint (axiom disjoint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SameAs</th>
<th>Interref</th>
<th>It defines with which class(es) is the class same (axiom SameAs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DifferentFrom</th>
<th>Interref</th>
<th>It defines from which class(es) is the class different (axiom DifferentFrom)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Notation: N/A**

**Object property : Class**

- It defines object properties

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubProperty</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines sub property of the property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines domain of the property (source class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines range of the property (target class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SameAs</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines as which property the property is same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DifferentFrom</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines from which property the property is different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annotations**

- It contains “label” annotations

**Notation: N/A**

**Data property : Class**

- It defines data properties

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubProperty</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines sub property of the property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>Data type of property complying with XML datatypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines domain of the property (source class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines range of the property (target class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SameAs</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines as which property the property is same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DifferentFrom</td>
<td>Interref</td>
<td>It defines from which property the property is different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations</td>
<td>Record</td>
<td>It contains “label” annotations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation: N/A</td>
<td>Is a : Relationclass</td>
<td>It defines relation between two class in order represent is-a axiom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of class whose value of property is in question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>It references the class concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>String</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation:</td>
<td>subClassOf : Relationclass</td>
<td>It defines relation between two class in order represent subClassOf axiom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attributes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>The name of class whose value of property is in question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Enumeration</td>
<td>It references the class concepts from OWL Model in order to annotated class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>String</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation:</td>
<td>Instance of : Relationclass</td>
<td>defines relation between the class and instance in order represent whose instance is the object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Figure 5-3 depicts SeMD Modelling Toolkit implemented according the ADOxx® specific specifications described above.

![Figure 5-3 SeMD Modelling Toolkit](image)

### 5.2 Similarity Calculation between Semantic Concepts

In order to calculate the similarity between semantic concepts consisted by a modelling language and concepts cosisted by a mechanism description, we utilize vector space models introduced in (G. Salton 1971) and investigate vector based ontology matching approach proposed by (Eidoon, Yazdani and Oroumchian 2008).

A vector space represents a set of vectors; a vector space model allows describing and comparing objects using N-dimensional vectors and each dimension subtends to an orthogonal feature of the object (Tous and Delgado 2006).

In order to use approaches based on vector similarity algorithms and measure similarity between ontologies, the first step is to model ontologies in vector notation and utilize a vector matching algorithm to evaluate the similarity degree between them. For that concern ontology vectorization method is applied, which is a method for modelling two ontologies in a single multidimensional vector space that any of its dimension represents a unique concept, property or the range of data type property by (Eidoon, Yazdani and Oroumchian 2008).
In our case, we can vectorize description of modelling languages and mechanisms. The match points, which we have identified previously, are represented in the vectors like:

- \[ MLV_i = (MT_o, \text{domain, range}) = (O_i^T, D_i^T, A_i, \text{domain, range}) \]

In modelling language vector \( MLV_i \) all object types, datatypes, attributes and their domain and range functions are represented.

- \[ MechV_j = (\text{Inputs}_j) \]

Since, as discussed previously, the inputs from mechanism and object types, data types, attributes from modelling languages are the only match points between modelling language and mechanism, it is enough to represent \( \text{Inputs}_j \) in mechanism vector \( MechV_j \).

Such examples for modelling language and mechanism vectors will be like following:

- \[ MLV_{EPN} = (\text{Place, Transition, Tokens, Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc, String, Expression, Enumeration, State, Record, Token, Name, Tokens, State, Guard, Data Value, Data Type, Place2TransitionArc from, Place2TransitionArc to, Transition2PlaceArc from, Transition2PlaceArc to, domain(Name), domain(Data Value), domain(Tokens), domain(State), domain(Data Type), domain(Place2TransitionArc to), domain(Transition2PlaceArc from), domain(Place2TransitionArc to), domain(Place2TransitionArc from), domainWeight, domainGuard, rangeName, rangeData Value, range(Data Type), range(Tokens), range(State), range(Guard), range(Place2TransitionArc from)) \]

- \[ MechV_{FastSimulation} = (\text{Place, Transition, Place2TransitionArc, Transition2PlaceArc, Integer, Integer, Integer, NumberOfTokens, Weight, Weight}) \]

Since concepts in mechanism description are annotated with using certain domain ontology- in this case Petri Nets ontology- this domain ontology is acting as pivot and vector of this ontology is going to be used for weight calculation. Weights of concepts and properties are calculated like introduced in by (Eidoon, Yazdani and Oroumchian 2008) and (Tous and Delgado 2006) which are using the approaches adapted from (Salton, Wong and Yang 1975).

Weights of concepts in concept vector are calculated as following:

- \[ W_c(X) = \begin{cases} \log \left( \frac{1}{d_x(c)+1} \right) & \text{if } d_x(c) > 0 \\ 1 & \text{if } d_x(c) = 0 \end{cases} \]

Where \( W_c(X) \) is the weight of the concept \( c \) in the concept vector \( X \), -vector of pivot ontology- and \( d_x(c) \) is the distance of concept \( X \) in sub/super class chain.

Weights of properties in property vector are calculated as following:
\[
W_p(X) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } p = x \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

Where \( W_p(X) \) is the weight of the property \( p \) in the property vector \( X \).

After description of the modelling language and the mechanism are vectorized and weights of concepts and properties are calculated similarity between the modelling language and the mechanism can be calculated using cosine as following:

\[
sim(MLV_i, MechV_j) = \frac{MLV_i \cdot MechV_j}{\|MLV_i\| \|MechV_j\|} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i} \cdot W_{k,j}}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i}^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,j}^2}}
\]

Since all concepts and properties in vector of mechanism are annotated with concepts and properties from pivot ontology (in this case Petri Nets Ontology), vector of mechanism acts as the pivot itself. Hence weights of concepts and properties will be always equal to “1”. Then similarity between modelling language and mechanism can be calculated as following:

\[
sim(MLV_i, MechV_j) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i} \cdot 1}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i}^2}} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i}}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{N} W_{k,i}^2}}
\]

5.3 Matching Mechanism

The Figure 5-4 describes the top level use cases explains how the matching mechanism works. The use cases occur within the boundaries of two different system namely

1. **Semanticaly enriched Mechanism Description Modelling Toolkit (SeMD MTK)**, where the semantic description of mechanisms in a form of conceptual models is modelled.

2. **Matching Engine**, is set of methods, which are able to interpret description of modelling languages implemented on ADOxx® and description of mechanisms models modelled on SeMD MTK, calculate semantic similarity and in conclusion matches concepts in modelling language and in description of mechanisms

Three different actor acts in the use cases

1. **Method Engineer**, who conceptualize the modelling method and requires the support of the matching mechanism in order to find matching mechanism to the modelling language specified and described by him.

2. **Software Engineer**, who designed the mechanism(s), eventually implemented and describes his mechanism(s) on SeMD MTK in order to advertise to the method engineers

3. **Ontology builder**, who is the domain expert and builds ontology and open to use by modelling it on SeMD MTK
The narrative of the use case scenario is as following;

Software engineer(s) registers their mechanisms by describing them on the SemD MTK. In order to enriches description of mechanism semantically software engineers annotates the descriptions of mechanisms with using concepts from related domain ontology, which is modelled by an Ontology Builder, or modelled on another OWL Model Editor, and imported from this external model editor. And at the end Software engineers make their descriptions reachable with exporting pool model, which contains semantic enriched mechanism descriptions, as a XML file into file system of the system “Matching Engine”

Ontology builder(s) builds domain ontologies with modelling in OWL syntax using SeMD MTK and they make them available for use of systems SeMD MTK and Matching Engine. In order to make the ontologies available for Matching Engine, Software engineer(s) needs to export the ontology that he used for annotation of the mechanism description, into the file system of the matching engine.

Method engineer uploads her/his modelling language that has been implemented on ADOxx®, as XML file into the file system of the Matching Engine. Afterwards, the Method Engineer specifies function group and type of mechanism that she/he searching for, and starts Matching Engine. Matching Engine searches for the concepts required by the mechanism in the modelling language, calculates the similarity and prepares a report consists of the semantic similarity results of the concepts required by the mechanism with the concepts in the modelling language moreover list of matching concepts and mismatching concepts and to what extent they are matching.

5.3.1 Matching Algorithm
The Algorithm 5-1 describes the matching algorithm, on which the Matching Engine is based. According to matching algorithm, algorithm parses the request and retrieves all mechanisms descriptions and first of all checks which mechanism description complying with mechanism type and function group defined in the request and records them as a candidate mechanism. For each candidate mechanism gets the required input classes from the mechanism description, for each class gets its label annotations then search for the class in modelling language with using its label annotations if a class in modelling language has been found complying with any label annotation of the class, class and what extent it matches will be added to compatibility record. If no class could be found complying with the labels algorithm searches for subclasses of the required class in the ontology, if there is any subclass of the class algorithm retrieves the label annotation of this class and starts again the same search process. If no class could be found, then this class recorded in incompatibility record. If any class has been found, the properties of the class required by mechanism are retrieved and for each property its label annotations will be retrieved and then starts searching for the properties in the class found in the modelling language complying with property label annotations. If no property in could be found required property will be recorded in incompatibility record. If the property has been found complying with its labels, it will be recorded in compatibility record. And then data type of property is with the required data type, if it matches, it will be recorded in compatibility record, else in incompatibility record.

Moreover, algorithm calculates for each class and property their similarity degree corresponding if they or –if applicable- their sub concepts are existing in the given ontology or not.

Matching Algorithm

```
Match (mechanismRequest)
    CandidateMechanismsRecord;
    IncompatibilityRecord;
    CompatibilityRecord;
    SimilaritDegreeRecord;
    Foreach Mechanism do
        If (requested mechanism type and function groups match with the mechanism)
            CandidateMechanismRecord.add(mechanism)
    End
    Foreach CandidateMechanism in CandidateMechanismRecord do
        Foreach RequiredInputClasses mechanism do
            Get labels from annotation
            Foreach label do
                If (any class or any relation class name is equal to label)
                    Foreach required RequiredInputClasses.property do
                        Get labels from annotation
                        Foreach label do
                            If (any property name from given modeling language class is equal to the label)
                                If (type of property is equal to required input class property)
```
Matching Algorithm

```
MatchingAlgorithm
```

```
CompatibilityRecord.add(request.modellingLanguage
  .class.property.type)
Else
  IncompatibilityList.add(request.modellingLanguage
  .class.property.type)
Else
  IncompatibilityRecord.add(request.modellingLanguage
  .class.property)
End
PropertySimilarityDegree = calculateSimilarity(request
  .modellingLanguage.class.property,
  RequiredInputProperty)
  SimilarityDegree.update(PropertySimilarityDegree)
End
ClassSimilarityDegree = calculateSimilarity(request
  .modellingLanguage.class, RequiredInputClasses)
    SimilarityDegree.update(ClassSimilarityDegree)
Else
  IncompatibilityRecord.add(request.modellingLanguage.class)
End
SimilarityDegreeRecord.add(request.modellingLanguage.class)
End
Return(IncompatibilityRecord, CompatibilityRecord, SimilarityDegreeRecord)
```

Algorithm 5-1 Matching Algorithm

5.3.2 Matching Engine

The Matching Mechanism is the second and main component of the Matching Mechanism. The Matching Engine consists of functionalities which query concepts from the modelling language and description of mechanisms & algorithms, prove the concepts from both sides, with the respect to utilized ontology to close semantic gap between them, if they match and calculates semantic similarity of between concepts.

As a result, the Matching Engine provides a log exposes matching and not matching concepts and to what extent they are matching, moreover calculated semantic similarity between the concepts. For that all, the chapter introduces the architecture of the Matching Mechanism.

The Matching Engine accepts modelling languages, description of mechanisms & algorithms and the ontology models as inputs as long as they are XML files, which has the ADOxx® Model XML schema.

The Matching Engine parses the modelling languages, which are implemented on ADOxx® and exported as XML from ADOxx®, SeMD Models (Mechanism Description Models and

The Matching Engine queries the modelling languages and SeMD Models in order match concepts with building the queries with utilizing the XML Path Language (XPATH) (Clark and DeRose 1999).

As depicted in Figure 5-5 the Matching Engine consists of two java servlets. The UploadFile servlet is utilized just to upload modelling language description, mechanism & algorithms and ontology as XML files. The main functionalities are provided by the servlet ReadMetaModel, which are described below with giving code snippets.

The Code Snippet 5-1 represents the implementation of the function, which searches and retrieves candidate mechanisms described in the XML, that contains mechanism descriptions, complying with given function group and mechanism type. For that process XPATH queries are utilized which select all INSTANCE nodes in the XML file, whose Function Group Attribute equals to the given function and Type Attribute equals to the given mechanism type.

Pre-selection of Candidate Mechanism & Algorithms

```java
public List<Node> getMechanismsByFunctionGroupAndType (Node node, String functionGroup, String type) {
    List<Node> selectedMechanisms = null;
    // XPATH query to select all INSTANCE nodes
    // whose Function Group Attribute equals to the given function
    // and Type Attribute equals to the given mechanism type
    // Implementation code...
}
```
if(!functionGroup.equals("Any") && !type.equals("Any")) {
    selectedMechanisms = node.selectNodes("./INSTANCE[ATTRIBUTE[@name='Function Group']="+functionGroup+" and ATTRIBUTE[@name='Type']='"+type+''"]);
} 
if(functionGroup.equals("Any") && !type.equals("Any")) {
    selectedMechanisms = node.selectNodes("./INSTANCE[ATTRIBUTE[@name='Type']='"+type+''"]);
} 
if(!functionGroup.equals("Any") && type.equals("Any")) {
    selectedMechanisms = node.selectNodes("./INSTANCE[ATTRIBUTE[@name='Function Group']='"+functionGroup+''"]);
} 
if (functionGroup.equals("Any") && type.equals("Any")) {
    selectedMechanisms = node.selectNodes("./INSTANCE");
}
return selectedMechanisms;

Code Snippet 5-1 Pre-selection of Candidate Mechanism & Algorithms according to their Function Group and Type

The Code Snippet 5-2 represents the implementation of the function which retrieves the concepts from ontology used to annotate required input classes. For that process, an XPATH query is utilized which selects all toobjname attributes from IREF node from INTERREF with name attribute Class_Annotation in the XML file, and then retrieves and lists the values of toobjname attributes.

Get All Annotation used to annotate required input classes

public List<String> getAllAnnotationsDistinct (Node node) {
    List <Node> annotationNodes = node.selectNodes("./RECORD/ROW/INTERREF[@name='Class_Annotation']/IREF/@tobjname");
    List <String> annotations = new ArrayList <String> ();
    for (Node tempAnnotionNode : annotationNodes) {
        String tempAnnotation = (String) tempAnnotionNode.selectObject("string(.)");
        if (!annotations.contains(tempAnnotation)) {
            annotations.add(tempAnnotation);
        }
    }
    return annotations;
}
Get All Annotation used to annotate required input classes

```java
return annotations;
```
Selection of Class Modelling Languages by Annotation

```java
break;
}
if (languageClassNode == null)
{
    List<String> subconcepts = getSubConcepts(ontologyXML, annotation);
    for (String subconcept : subconcepts)
    {
        Node tempClassNode = node.selectSingleNode(
            "./class[@name='"+subconcept+"']|
            ./relationclass[@name='"+subconcept+"']");
        if(tempClassNode != null)
        {
            languageClassNode = tempClassNode;
            break;
        }
    }
    return languageClassNode;
}
```

Code Snippet 5-4 Selection of the Class in Modelling Language by Annotation

The Code Snippet 5-5 represents the implementation of the function, which retrieves the labels of the concepts from the ontology. For that process, an XPATH query is utilized, which retrieves the value of the attribute “Label” of the node INSTANCE in the ontology XML file.

```java
public List<String> getLabels(Document ontology, String annotation, String type)
{
    List<String> listOfLabels = new ArrayList<String>();
    List<Node> classInstances = ontology.selectNodes(
        ".//INSTANCE[@class='"+type+"'][@name='"+annotation+"']
        /RECORD[@name='Annotations']/ROW/ATTRIBUTE[@name='Label']");
    for (int i=0; i < classInstances.size(); ++i)
    {
        listOfLabels.add((String)classInstances.get(i).selectObject(
            "string(.)"));
    }
    return listOfLabels;
}
```

Code Snippet 5-5 Get Labels of Semantic Concept

The Code Snippet 5-6 represents the implementation of the function, which retrieves the subconcepts of a concept from the ontology. For that process, an XPATH query is utilized, which retrieves instances connected with given concepts with the CONNECTOR “subClassOf”.
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Get Sub-concepts

```java
public List<String> getSubConcepts (Document ontology, String annotation)
{
    List<String> listSubConcepts = new ArrayList<String>();
    List<Node> SubConcepts = ontology.selectNodes(".//CONNECTOR[@class='subClassOf']/TO[@instance='"+annotation+"']
        /preceding-sibling::FROM/@instance");
    for (int i=0; i < SubConcepts.size(); ++i)
    {
        listSubConcepts.add((String) SubConcepts.get(i).selectObject("string(.)"));
    }
    return listSubConcepts;
}
```

The Code Snippet 5-6 Get Sub-concepts of classes

The Code Snippet 5-7 represents the implementation of the function, which retrieves the required property. For that process first of all labels of data property, which used as given annotation, from ontology are retrieved, then an XPATH query is utilized, which retrieves the property from modelling languages that has the name complying with one of labels found previously.

Search Required Property in Class in Modelling Language

```java
public Node SearchPropertyInLanguageClass (Node lCNode, String Property_Annotation)
{
    Node propertyNode = null;
    List<String> labels = getLabels (ontologyXML, Property_Annotation,"Datatype property");
    for (String label:labels)
    {
        propertyNode = lCNode.selectSingleNode("./attributes/attribute[@name='"+label+"']");
        if(propertyNode != null) break;
    }
    return propertyNode;
}
```

The Code Snippet 5-8 represents the implementation of the function that calculates semantic similarity of given concepts. As explained in the section 5.2, the function builds a vector from ontology and then calculates correlation by searching and weighing correspond to if the concept and its sub-concepts are existing in the ontology vector.

Calculation of Semantic Similarity

```java
public double calculateSemanticSimilarity(String concept, Document ontology)
{
    double similarity = 0;
    double sumWeights = 0;
    double sumWeightsSquare = 0;
```
List<Double> weights = new ArrayList<Double>();
List<Node> tempOntologyClasses = ontology.selectNodes("./INSTANCE[@class='Class']");
List<String> ontologyVector = new ArrayList<String>();
for (Node tempOnologyClass:tempOntologyClasses)
{
    ontologyVector.add((String)tempOnologyClass.
        selectObject("string(./@name)"));
}

List<String> subConcepts = getSubConcepts(ontology, concept);

if(ontologyVector.contains(concept))
{
    weights.add(1.0);
}
else weights.add(0.0);
if (subConcepts != null)
{
    for (String subConcept:subConcepts)
    {
        if(ontologyVector.contains(subConcept))
        {
            weights.add((Math.log10(0.5)));
        }
        else weights.add(0.0);
    }
}

for(double weight:weights)
{
    sumWeights += weight;
    sumWeightsSquare += (Math.pow(weight, 2.0));
}
similarity = sumWeights/((Math.sqrt(sumWeightsSquare))
                         *(Math.sqrt(weights.size())));
return similarity;

---

5.3.3 Architecture of Matching Mechanism

The matching mechanism is composed of two separated system (1) SeMD Modelling Toolkit, which is implemented on ADOxx® Meta Modelling Platform and (2) the Matching Engine, which is implemented as a web service with using java-servlets and jsp technologies. The
architectures of both systems have well-known three-tier architecture; (1) Model Interpretation and Persistence Tier, (2) Functional Tier and (3) User Interaction Tier.

Figure 5-6 The High-level Architecture of Modelling Language and Mechanism Matching Mechanism

The User Interaction Tier provides a graphical user interface and necessary interaction logic. On the side of the system “SeMD Modelling Toolkit” a rich client based on rich client framework and functionalities provided by ADOxx®. On the side of the system “Matching Engine”, since it is offered as a web service, an web client is available. – The Web Client is implemented with using technologies “Java-Servlet”, “jsp”, “HTML” and “CSS. Moreover it is possible to call the web-service from SeMD through the external coupling with using AdoScript

The Functional Tier concerns with the business logic of the systems. On the side of the system “SeMD Modelling Toolkit”, business logic is composed of only logic provided by ADOxx® Platform Components, like the components “Modelling” and “Import/Export” utilized in our scenario. On the side of the system “Matching Engine”, business logic is implemented using technologies “Java”, “XPATH”

Model Interpretation and Persistance Tier concerns on the system “SemD Modelling Toolkit” side definition of the data structure and its interpretation, via semantic specification in the form of SeMD Application Library, on the system “Matching Engine” side tier deals with persistency of the data in form of XML files.
6 Prototype: OMI Service

In this section, we introduce the prototype implemented for the concern to prove the approach proposed by this work. For that concern, the first of all introduces a procedure for the utilization of the Matching Mechanism.

(1) Ontology builder models ontology with using OWL Model Type or software engineers exports existing one or Ontology builder and software engineer exports and adapts existing one. As outlined in the Figure 6-1, in our test case we have adapted Petri Nets Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) with ADOxx® Specific Petri Nets Taxonomy described in the section 4.3.3. (For the detailed view of individual OWL Models please refer to Appendix).

Figure 6-1 Adapted Petri Nets Ontology with excepted Concepts from ADOxx® Specific Petri Net Ontology and Extended Petri Net Ontology

(2) Afterwards, software engineer starts with the description of mechanisms & algorithms by specifying its name as depicted in Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-2 Petri Nets Ontology Adapted with ADOxx® Specific Concepts
(3) Then specifies function group of mechanism
(4) Specifies mechanism & algorithm type
(5) Specifies required input of mechanism & algorithm by specifying for each input value
   a. source class,
   b. attribute and
   c. expected type of value
(6) Specifies outputs of mechanism with following same sub-steps like in step 5.

Figure 6-3 Specification of a Mechanism

(7) Annotates source class with using extension attribute “Class_Annotation” and with referencing a class concept from the Ontology previously modelled as depicted in Figure 6-4.
(8) Annotates property with using extension attribute “Property_Annotation” and referencing a data object property from the Ontology previously modelled.
Figure 6-4 Annotation of Input/Output Classes and Properties of the Mechanism using Concepts from Petri Nets Ontology
(9) Defines dependencies among the mechanism & algorithm with using relation “uses”.

Figure 6-6 Defining the Dependencies among the Mechanisms
(10) Exports regarding SeMD Models (Mechanism Description Model and OWL Model) as depicted in Figure 6-7, and transfer them in the file system of the Matching Engine.

![Figure 6-7 Exporting SeMD Model as XML File](image)

(11) Method engineer exports her/his on ADOxx® implemented modelling language as XML

(12) Imports her/his modelling language XML file into the Matching Engine

(13) Selects function groups that she/he searching for

(14) Selects mechanism & algorithm type that she/he searching for

![Figure 6-8 Defining the Goal using Web Client of the Matching Engine](image)
Figure 6-9 Log file exposed by the Matching Engine
7 Evaluation

In order to prove the concept, three Petri Net modelling languages have been implemented on ADOxx® version 1.3 UL1\(^7\). In the project (Efendioglu, Lekaditis, et al. 2011), already implemented mechanisms; “FastSimulation”, “StepByStepSimulation”, “PNML Transformation” “ADOxx Path Analysis” and an algorithm “Genetic Algorithm” have been investigated and semantically described with using SeMD modelling toolkit. For semantic description of mechanism & algorithms, an Petri Nets Ontology, which is based on (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) (Gasevic 2006) with ADOxx-specific concepts has been modelled again on SeMD and utilized for semantic description.

Therefore Proof of concept is using of any Petri Net modelling toolkit implemented on ADOxx® version 1.3 UL1 creating any kind of correct petri net and applying the mechanisms and algorithms matching engine of this work.

In the following some evaluation results are discussed as proof of concept.

As depicted in Figure 7-1, in case the user queries simulation mechanisms & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets, the result file of the matching engine depicts that following mechanisms “FastSimulation”, “StepByStepSimulation”, and “Genetic Algorithm” comply with the Place/Transition modelling language, as depicted in Figure 7-2. But the Path Analysis would not comply, since this mechanism requires classes related to “Start”, “End” and “Decision”. (The created log in HTML format can be found in Appendix-2:Log Created for scenario; matching simulation mechnanism & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets.)

![Figure 7-1: Matching PTN Modelling Language with Mechanism & Algorithms with using Matching Engine](http://www.adoxx.org/live/download)

\(^7\) Downloaded, February 26, 2013 from http://www.adoxx.org/live/download
Figure 7-2: Part of Results after Processing Request for Matching Simulation Mechanism & Algorithms with PTN Modelling Language
Another test had been performed with “FastSimulation” applied on any model created with Place/Transition Nets modelling language, where the fast simulation will run without any problem depicted in Figure 7-3.

![Figure 7-3: Successful Execution of Fast Simulation Mechanism on a Model modeled by PTN Modelling Language](image-url)
8 Conclusion and Discussion

8.1 Outlook and Findings

The underlying work triggered by the requirement of supporting complex process of construction of modelling methods, which needs to provide the necessary concepts and functionality to create information value out of the models. Hence this work aimed to contribute to simplify the enhancement of model editors with mechanisms and algorithms to upgrade them to full-fledged modelling tools.

In order to achieve abovementioned objective, as our headstone was the Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework proposed by (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002) (Kühn 2004) and ADOxx® Framework worked by research group Knowledge Engineering from University Vienna and supported by communities OMI and ADOxx®.org, we have investigate how to conceptualize a modelling method following Generic Modelling Method Specification Framework, how to realize a modelling method on ADOxx® Metamodelling Platform, and we have investigate studies –particularly made by research group Knowledge Engineering from University of Vienna- based on ADOxx® Framework like FDMM.,

Afterwards, we have investigated Petri Nets Modelling Languages and mechanism & algorithms complying with those modelling languages and we have selected three different Petri Nets Modelling Languages from three level of Petri Nets, which served perfectly to prove how differentiate the complexity of notions among different modelling languages even from the same domain. Moreover, we have investigate and listed some mechanism & algorithms –not necessarily implemented specific for Petri Nets Modelling languages- which served to prove how and why concepts are differentiating required by different mechanism & algorithms and that there can be semantic gab between concepts utilized by mechanism & algorithms and utilized to build the modelling languages.

We embark to find an approach, which is aware of matching dimensions, and matching points between modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms, and which enables describing mechanism & algorithms semantically in order to close semantic gab between them, and which eventually performs (semi-) automatic matching between modelling languages and mechanism & algorithms. For that concern, we have found three different dimension, the cohesion between them shall be considered namely; (1) Model Hierarchy, (2) Mechanism & Algorithm Type and (3) Function Group. Additionally we found out the matching points with the guidance of knowledge that we have acquired during the analysis of studies based on ADOxx® Framework,-as specially FDMM- namely; (1) Object Type (class or relation class), (2) Attribute Type (properties) and (3) Data Type. For all to we have investigate state-of-the art in the semantic description of services with concentrating prominent approaches and standards, like OWL-S, WSMO, SAWSDL, WSDL and OWL. The findings guide us how to expose profile of a mechanism as well as the goals of method engineer, how to closing semantic gab with utilizing additional entity for annotation and how to lift semantic concepts
from the ontology to utilize for annotation. Findings of this investigation enable us to find an approach to describe mechanism & algorithms formally with utilizing notions defined in FDMM. Moreover, we have found out that, in order to utilize an ontology to describe mechanism & algorithms, ADOxx® specific concepts need to be considered in that ontology. Therefore, we have build a taxonomy with concepts of Petri Nets and ADOxx® specific concepts, which has eased adaptation and extension of Petri Nets Ontology proposed by (Gašević and Devedžić 2006) with ADOxx® specific concepts.

Based on findings we have specified a matching mechanism, conceptually and technically, which consists of two systems namely

1. SeMD Modelling Editor, which enables building domain ontologies and for sure description of mechanism & algorithms enriched semantically
2. Matching Engine, which is aware of both entities used for semantic description of mechanism & algorithms and entities used in modelling language as well as matching dimensions, and which can match concepts despite semantic gap between them and to calculate semantic similarity.

Regarding to specifications we have implemented a prototype and defined a procedure presents how to utilize the Matching Mechanism that enable to prove conceptual framework work out on the generic level with utilizing concrete application scenario in context of Petri Nets, whose results serve as proof of concept. The prototype of Matching Mechanism on one side allows software engineers to describe mechanisms & algorithms semantically with utilizing conceptual models on the another side allows method engineers to describe their goals with uploading their modelling language description in form of XML file, describing their desired function group and mechanism & algorithms type by selecting from pre-defined list. According to descriptions of mechanisms & algorithms available in its file system and given goals by method engineer, the Matching Engine match concepts place in the metamodel level, calculates semantic similarity and exposes the results consisting which concepts, what extend they are matching and the results of semantic calculation results in a form of log represented in browser at the user side.

The Matching Mechanism can be classified as a knowledge management tool for supporting building a modelling method particularly matching modelling language with mechanisms & algorithms. In a case more specific classification is required, we can classify the Matching Mechanism based on study about identification of knowledge management tools for supporting modelling method development exposed in (Toader 2013) as depicted in the Figure 8-1.
The Matching Mechanism stores the knowledge of software engineer about the mechanisms & algorithms and domain knowledge of the domain expert or the ontology expert with offering SeMD Modelling Editor and model repository. On the other hands, the Matching Mechanism retrieves goals of the method engineer including description of modelling language, required type of mechanism & algorithms and required function group via web user interface of the Matching Engine and stores them in its file system at the persistence level. Hence the Matching Mechanism can be placed in the knowledge management tools for storing knowledge.

Moreover, the Matching Mechanism analyzes stored knowledge about mechanisms & algorithms and knowledge and criteria defined the goals of the method engineer which consist of heterogeneous concepts which brings semantic gaps. For that reason the Matching Mechanism analyzes also domain knowledge which is provided in the form of ontology with having regard to matching points in each matching dimension. Hence the Matching Mechanism can be placed in the analytical knowledge management tools.

At last but not least the Matching mechanism generates new knowledge about complying mechanisms & algorithms with the modelling language with providing information about matching concepts and what extend they are matching or the concepts that are not matching and why they are not matching in a form of log, which makes possible to adapt modelling language or the mechanism & algorithms that are required to build the modelling method. Hence the Matching Mechanism can be also placed in the knowledge management tools for generating knowledge.

On the basis of that analysis, the Matching Mechanism is a knowledge management tool which can be classified between a knowledge management tool for storing knowledge, analytical knowledge management tool and a knowledge management tool for generating knowledge.
8.2 Input for Open Source Community

This work provides two inputs for open source community; (1) a conceptual framework worked out on a generic level, which enables semantic description of mechanism & algorithms and matching mechanisms & algorithms complying with given modelling language and (2) a prototype, which is implemented to prove concepts of the developed framework with utilizing application scenario in the context of Petri Nets.

With using these inputs, it is possible to extend the framework and develop a matching mechanism which solves the interoperability issues with utilizing mediators and enables auto integration of the mechanisms & algorithms into modelling language considering modelling procedure, so enables building modelling method automatically.
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Modellierungsmethoden sollen Domain spezifischen Anforderungen erfüllen und daher Konzepte für konkrete Anwendungsdomäne und Funktionalität, die für Information Wert aus konzeptuellen Modellen schöpfen, breitstellen. Das Method Engineering führt die Individuen, die ihre eigenen Modellierungsmethoden entwickeln wollen. Da eine Modellierungsmethode auf einer Seite, die Konzepte für die konzeptionelle Darstellung der Realität in Zusammenhang mit der angegebenen Anwendungsdomäne breitstellen müssen, auf der anderen die Funktionen, die Informationen Wertschöpfung aus konzeptuellen Modelle ermöglichen, bieten müssen, ist die Entwicklung eines solchen Modellierungsmethode hoch komplex.

Diese Masterarbeit bietet einen konzeptionellen Framework auf generische Ebene und entsprechende Matching Mechanismus auf konkreter Ebene, die die Method Ingenieure leiten, damit folgende Herausforderungen überwinden zu können; (1) Komplexität der Entwicklungsprozess von Modellierungsmethoden und (2) die Anreicherung der einfachen Modell -Editoren , um vollwertigen Modellierungswerkzeuge, die von Funktionalitäten in Form von Mechanismus und Algorithmen, die Informationswert schafft durch die Verarbeitung von konzeptionellen Modells bieten zu entwickeln.

Appendix

Appendix-1: Utilized Petri Nets Ontology

Figure Appendix-0-1 ADOxx specific Petri Nets Taxonomy
Appendix-2: Log Created for scenario; matching simulation mechanism & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets

Log Created for scenario; matching simulation mechanism & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets

--- <br>

CANDIDATE MECHANISM: PetriNetStepByStep

--- <br>
Log Created for scenario; matching simulation mechanism & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets

Current Class Annotation: Place

[Class Name is OK | Place = Place ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | NumberOfTokens = NumberOfTokens ]<br>

Current Class Annotation: Transition

[Class Name is OK | Transition = Transition ]<br>[Type is Different | enumeration != enum ] [Property Name is OK | State = State ]<br>

Current Class Annotation: PlaceToTransitionArc

[Class Name is OK | P2TRelation = P2TRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Weight = Weight ]<br>

Current Class Annotation: TransitionToPlaceArc

[Class Name is OK | T2PRelation = T2PRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Weight = Weight ]

CANDIDATE MECHANISM: PetriNetFastSimulation

---

Current Class Annotation: Place

[Class Name is OK | Place = Place ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | NumberOfTokens = NumberOfTokens ]<br>

Current Class Annotation: Transition

[Class Name is OK | Transition = Transition ]<br>[Type is Different | enumeration != enum ] [Property Name is OK | State = State ]<br>

Current Class Annotation: PlaceToTransitionArc

[Class Name is OK | P2TRelation = P2TRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Weight = Weight ]<br>, [Class Name is Different | T2PRelation != P2TRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Weight = Weight ]

[Class Name is OK | P2TRelation = P2TRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Weight = Weight ]<br>, [Class Name is Different | T2PRelation != P2TRelation ]<br>[Type is OK | integer = integer ]
Log Created for scenario; matching simulation mechanism & algorithms for Place/Transition Petri Nets

<br>[Property Name is OK |Weight = Weight ]<br>

<br><h1> #--

CANDIDATE MECHANISM: Genetic Algorithm

--- <br></h1>

<br>Current Class Annotation:Place<br>

[<br>[Class Name is OK |Place = Place ]<br>[Property not found with annotation: Name)<br>, <br>[Class Name is OK |Place = Place ]<br>[Type is OK |integer = integer ]<br> <br>[Property Name is OK |NumberOfTokens = NumberOfTokens ]<br>]

[<br>[Class Name is OK |Place = Place ]<br>[Property not found with annotation: Name)<br>, <br>[Class Name is OK |Place = Place ]<br>[Type is OK |integer = integer ]<br> <br>[Property Name is OK |NumberOfTokens = NumberOfTokens ]<br>]

<h1> #--

CANDIDATE MECHANISM: ADOxx Path Analysis Algorithm

--- <br></h1>

<br>Current Class Annotation:activity<br>

<br>Current Class Annotation:__Start__<br>

[<br>[Class Name is Different |Start != __Start__ ]<br>[Property not found with annotation: ClassName)<br>]

<br>Current Class Annotation:__D_end__<br>

[<br>[Class Name is Different |End != __D_end__ ]<br>[Property not found with annotation: ClassName)<br>]

<br>Current Class Annotation:__Decision__<br>

[<br>[Class Name is Different |Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is OK |string = string ]<br> <br>[Property Name is OK |Variable name = Variable name ]<br>, <br>[Class Name is Different |Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is Different |enumeration != enum ] [Property Name is OK |Variable scope = Variable scope ]<br>, <br>[Class Name is Different |Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is Different |enumeration != enum ] [Property Name is OK |Variable type = Variable type ]<br>, <br>[Class Name is Different |Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is OK |string = string ]<br> <br>[Property
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Name is OK | Variable value = Variable value |<br>

[<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is OK | string = string ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable name = Variable name ]<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is Different | enumeration != enum ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable scope = Variable scope ]<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable name = Variable name ]<br>[Type is OK | string = string ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable value = Variable value ]<br>]<br>

[<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Type is OK | string = string ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable name = Variable name ]<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable scope = Variable scope ]<br>[Class Name is Different | Decision != __Decision__ ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable type = Variable type ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Variable value = Variable value ]<br>]<br>

[<br>[Class Name is OK | Subsequent = Subsequent ]<br>[Type is OK | string = string ]<br>[Property Name is Different | Transition conditions != Transition condition ]<br>[Type is OK | string = string ]<br>[Property Name is OK | Transition probability = Transition probability ]<br>]<br>

<Current Class Annotation: Subsequent<br>
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